
Sacramento Area
Council of
Governments

Policy & Innovation Committee

Monday, October 4, 2021 at 10:00 AMREMOTE MEETING

In accordance with Assembly Bill 361, this meeting will be held online only and will be open to public participation online
only. Members of the public are invited to observe the live stream over the internet at:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/85257446198, Webinar ID: 852 5744 6198 or phone in: 888 475 4499 (Toll Free), Webinar
ID: 852 5744 6198.

Public Comment:
Public comment will be taken on the item at the time that it is taken up by the committee. To make a public
comment, you can do so four ways:
1. In advance by email: email the Clerk (rtadevich@sacog.org) before 9:00 a.m. on October 4, 2021, to submit a
comment in advance. Comments read at the meeting will be limited to 250 words.
2. In advance online: access SACOG’s website (www.sacog.org/agendas-0) and complete a public comment form
before 9:00 a.m. on October 4, 2021. Comments read at the meeting will be limited to 250 words.
[https://sacog.primegov.com/public/portal] (click on the orange speech bubble next to the agenda meeting items,
and follow the prompts on the screen).
3. By phone during the meeting: Press *9 to indicate a desire to make a comment. The chair will call you by name
or phone number when it is your turn to comment. We ask that members of the public keep their remarks brief.
Speakers will be limited to 3:00 minutes.
4. Online during the meeting: for each agenda item, we will pause for public comment. Tap your name in the
attendee list, then tap “Raise Hand”. The chair will call you by name when it is your turn to comment. Please note
that speakers will be limited to 3:00 minutes.

Agenda Timing: Time durations are estimates only. Action may be taken on any item on this agenda. The Policy
& Innovation Committee may take up any agenda item at any time, regardless of the order listed.

Accessibility and Title VI: SACOG provides access to all agenda and meeting materials online at
www.sacog.org/agendas-0. Additionally, interested persons can sign up for email notifications at
https://www.sacog.org/pod/sign-notifications. If you need a disability-related modification or accommodation to
participate in this meeting, please contact the Clerk to the Board (lespinoza@sacog.org) or by phone at (916)
340-6236. SACOG also provides services/accommodations upon request to persons and individuals who are
limited-English proficient who wish to address agency matters. For accommodations or translations assistance,
please call 916.321.9000, or for TDD/TTY dial 711, or email at contact@sacog.org. We require three working days'
notice to accommodate your request.

La SACOG puede proveer asistencia/facilitar la comunicación a las personas y los individuos con conocimiento
limitado del inglés quienes quieran dirigirse a la agencia. Para solicitar asistencia, por favor llame al número
916.321.9000 o para TDD/TTY llame al numero 711, o email a contact@sacog.org. Requerimos que solicite
asistencia con tres días hábiles de anticipación para poderle proveer asistencia.

Message from the Clerk: In compliance with California Government Code Section 54952.3, the Clerk hereby
announces that the compensation for legislative body members attending the following simultaneous or serial
meetings is: Board of Directors $100; Transportation Committee $100; Land Use & Natural Resources Committee

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/85257446198
http://www.sacog.org/agendas-0
https://sacog.primegov.com/public/portal
http://www.sacog.org/agendas-0
https://www.sacog.org/pod/sign-notifications


$100; Policy & Innovation Committee $100, Strategic Planning Committee $100, Race, Equity and Inclusion
Working Group $100. Compensation rates for these meetings are set pursuant to the Rules for the Sacramento
Area Council of Governments adopted in July 2005.

Pledge of Allegiance

Roll Call: Directors Bernasconi, Burruss, Frerichs, Ghag, Lozano, Middleton, Stallard, Thomas, Vice Chair
Kozlowski, and Chair Saragosa

Public Communications: Any person wishing to address the committee on any item not on the agenda may do
so at this time. After ten minutes of testimony, any additional testimony will be heard following the action
items.

Action:
1. Remote Board and Committee Meetings (Lanette Espinoza) (Est. Time: 5 minutes)

• Expiration of Executive Order No. N-25-20 and passage of Assembly Bill 361.

2. Approve Minutes of the August 30, 2021, Committee Meeting (Robert Tadevich) (Est. Time: 1 Minute)
• A written record of the August 30, 2021, committee meeting.

3. Authorize Request for Proposals for Pricing and Incentives Pilot Research Design Framework (Sabrina
Bradbury) (Est. Time: 10 minutes)
• Staff is seeking authorization to release a Request for Proposals (RFP) for hiring a consulting/team to
develop a research design framework for transportation pricing and incentive pilot projects.

4. Adoption of the Final Draft Public Participation Plan (Rosie Ramos) (Est. Time: 7 minutes)
• Adoption of the Final Draft Public Participation Plan.

5. Approve Amendment #2 to the Budget and Overall Work Program for Fiscal Year 2021-2022 (Loretta Su)
(Est. Time: 5 minutes)
• Approval of Amendment #2 to the Budget and Overall Work Program (Budget/OWP) for Fiscal Year
2021-2022.

Information:
6. Advocacy Update (Sabrina Bradbury) (Est. Time: 20 minutes)

• An update on state and federal advocacy activities.

7. Local Parking Requirements Follow Up (Dov Kadin) (Est. Time: 5 minutes)
• How can SACOG help its member agencies to reduce or remove parking requirements at the local
level?

8. 2024 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy Update (Binu Abraham) (Est.
Time: 10 minutes)
• Process Summary and Sponsor Agency Engagement for the 2024 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS).

Other Matters:

Adjournment

The next meeting of the Committee will be held remotely onMonday, November 8, 2021.

This agenda and attachments are available on SACOG’s website at www.sacog.org. SACOG is accessible to the
disabled. As required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Federal Rules and
Regulations adopted in implementation thereof, a person who requires a modification or accommodation,

http://www.sacog.org/


auxiliary aids or services in order to participate in a public meeting, including receiving this agenda and
attachments in an alternative format, should contact SACOG by phone at 916‐321‐9000, e‐mail
(contact@sacog.org) or in person as soon as possible and preferably at least 72 hours prior to the meeting.
Parking is available at 15th and K Streets.
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Remote Board and Committee Meetings 

Action
Prepared by:  Lanette Espinoza Approved by:  Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  Yes Referring Committee: Not Applicable

1. Issue:
Expiration of Executive Order No. N-25-20 and passage of Assembly Bill 361.

2. Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the resolution that would allow for the continuance of remote meetings.

3. Background/Analysis:
The Brown Act is a state law that establishes the procedural framework for members of local government 
decision-making bodies to meet, debate, and act. The Act is designed to ensure that the public is informed 
about the views, discussions, and actions of governing officials. SACOG is subject to the Brown Act. 

On March 12, 2020, the Governor issued Executive Order No. N-25-20 that waived certain requirements of 
the Brown Act including:

 the requirement that the notice of each meeting location be provided for those members of the 
legislative body (board or committee) participating in the meeting;

 the requirement that each meeting location be accessible to members of the public;
 the requirement that members of the public be able to address the legislative body (board and 

committee) at each meeting location;
 the requirement that agencies post agendas at all meeting locations; and 
 the requirement that at least a quorum of the legislative body (board and committee) participate 

from locations within the boundaries of the territory over which they exercise jurisdiction. 

With the Executive Order in place, SACOG has been holding it meetings remotely over Zoom since the 
beginning of the pandemic. The Governor's Executive Order is set to expire on September 30, 2021. 

4. Discussion/Analysis:
In September, the Governor signed Assembly Bill (AB) 361, which amends the Brown Act to allow continued 
flexibility for public meetings following the expiration of the Governor's Executive Order. The provisions of AB 
361 regarding remote meetings can only be used in the event there is a Governor issued state of emergency 
that is active under the California Emergency Services Act and a legislative body makes a determination by 
resolution that there is a need to meet remotely. The Governor's state of emergency presently remains in 

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021

Agenda Item No. 1
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effect. Staff recommends that the committee adopt a resolution that the committee is holding a meeting 
during a proclaimed state of emergency, and state or local officials have imposed or recommended measures 
to promote social distancing.

An additional stipulation of the legislation is that legislative bodies must approve by resolution the decision to 
meet remotely every 30 days.  As such, will bring this item to each committee and the board every month 
while a state of emergency exists. Attached is the authorizing resolution.

Assembly Bill 361 permits remote meetings but requires that:
 agencies may not close public comment periods for written comments in advance of a meeting, but 

instead only close the comment period at the same time it is closed during a meeting;
 that agencies must clearly advertise the means by which the public can observe the meeting and offer 

comment during the meeting via either a call or internet based option, the public must be given an 
opportunity to comment directly; and

 that in the event of a disruption in the broadcasting of the meeting the legislative body (board or 
committee) would take no further action until meeting access would be restored to the public. 

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
SACOG will continue to have minor cost savings from holding meetings remotely.

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:
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RESOLUTION NO. 64-2021

A RESOLUTION OF THE POLICY & INNOVATION COMMITTEE OF THE SACRAMENTO 
AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS PROCLAIMING A LOCAL EMERGENCY, 

RATIFYING THE PROCLAMATION OF A STATE OF EMERGENCY BY THE GOVERNOR 
OF CALIFORNIA ON MARCH 4, 2020, AND AUTHORIZING REMOTE TELECONFERENCE 

MEETINGS OF THE POLICY & INNOVATION COMMITTEE OF THE SACRAMENTO 
AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS FOR THE PERIOD OF OCTOBER 4, 2021, THROUGH 

NOVEMBER 2, 2021, PURSUANT TO BROWN ACT PROVISIONS

WHEREAS, the Policy & Innovation Committee of the Sacramento Area Council of 
Governments is committed to preserving and nurturing public access and participation in meetings of the 
Committee; and 

WHEREAS, all meetings of the Policy & Innovation Committee of the Sacramento Area Council 
of Governments is open and public, as required by the Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Gov. Code §§54950 – 
54963), so that any member of the public may attend, participate, and watch the Committee conduct its 
business; and

WHEREAS, the Brown Act, Government Code section 54953(e), makes provisions for remote 
teleconferencing participation in meetings by members of a legislative body, without compliance with the 
requirements of Government Code section 54953(b)(3), subject to the existence of certain conditions; and

WHEREAS, a required condition is that a state of emergency is declared by the Governor 
pursuant to Government Code section 8625, proclaiming the existence of conditions of disaster or of 
extreme peril to the safety of persons and property within the state caused by conditions as described in 
Government Code section 8558; and 

WHEREAS, a proclamation is made when there is an actual incident, threat of disaster, or 
extreme peril to the safety of persons and property within the jurisdictions that are within the Sacramento 
Area Council of Governments’ boundaries, caused by natural, technological, or human-caused disasters; 
and

WHEREAS, it is further required that state or local officials have imposed or recommended 
measures to promote social distancing, or, the legislative body meeting in person would present imminent 
risks to the health and safety of attendees; and 

WHEREAS, such conditions now exist in the region, specifically, a state of emergency has been 
proclaimed preparing for and responding to COVID-19; and
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WHEREAS, the Policy & Innovation Committee of the Sacramento Area Council of 
Governments is holding a meeting during a proclaimed state of emergency, and state or local officials 
have imposed or recommended measures to promote social distancing; and   

WHEREAS, the Committee does hereby find that the state of emergency, social distancing orders 
and conditions causing imminent risk to attendees has caused, and will continue to cause, conditions of 
peril to the safety of persons within the region that are likely to be beyond the control of services, 
personnel, equipment, and facilities of the agency, and desires to proclaim a local emergency and ratify 
the proclamation of state of emergency by the Governor of the State of California; and

WHEREAS, as a consequence of the local emergency, the Policy & Innovation Committee of the 
Sacramento Area  Council of Governments does hereby find that the Committee shall conduct its 
meetings without compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (b) of Government Code section 54953, 
as authorized by subdivision (e) of section 54953, and that such legislative bodies shall comply with the 
requirements to provide the public with access to the meetings as prescribed in paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (e) of section 54953; and  

WHEREAS, the Committee is broadcasting meetings through an internet based option and also 
allows member of the public to call in. 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE POLICY & INNOVATION COMMITTEE OF THE SACRAMENTO 
AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and correct and are
incorporated into this Resolution by this reference.

Section 2. Proclamation of Local Emergency. The Committee hereby proclaims that a
local emergency now exists throughout the region, and meeting in person would present imminent risk. 

Section 3. Ratification of Governor’s Proclamation of a State of Emergency. The Committee hereby 
ratifies the Governor of the State of California’s Proclamation of State of Emergency, effective as of its 
issuance date of March 4, 2020.

Section 4. Remote Teleconference Meetings. The staff and Policy & Innovation Committee of the 
Sacramento Area Council of Governments is hereby authorized and directed to take all actions necessary 
to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution including, conducting open and public meetings in 
accordance with Government Code section 54953(e) and other applicable provisions of the Brown Act.

Section 5. Effective Date of Resolution. This Resolution shall take effect immediately
upon its adoption and shall be effective until the earlier of (i) November 2, 2021, or such time the 
Committee adopts a subsequent resolution in accordance with Government Code section 54953(e)(3) to 
extend the time during which the Committee may continue to teleconference without compliance with 
paragraph (3) of subdivision (b) of section 54953.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Policy & Innovation Committee of the Sacramento Area Council of 
Government, this 4th day of October, 2021, by the following vote:

AYES: 

NOES: 
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ABSENT: 

ABSTAIN: 

_____________________________ _____________________________
Michael Saragosa James Corless
Policy & Innovation Committee Chair Executive Director
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Approve Minutes of the August 30, 2021, Committee Meeting  

Action
Prepared by:  Robert Tadevich Approved by:  Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  Yes Referring Committee: Not Applicable

1. Issue:
A written record of the August 30, 2021, committee meeting.

2. Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the minutes as submitted.

3. Background/Analysis:
The committee met on August 30, 2021.

4. Discussion/Analysis:
Each month, the committee is asked to approve the minutes from the preceding month's meeting.

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
There is no fiscal impact.

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021
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SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS  
POLICY & INNOVATION  COMMITTEE 

 
DRAFT ACTION MINUTES 

 
The SACOG Policy & Innovation Committee met remotely, in accordance with the Governor’s 

Executive Order No. N-25-20, on August 30, 2021, at 10:00 a.m. 
 
 
Call to Order:  Chair Saragosa called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. 

 

Roll Call:  

Present:  Directors Bernasconi, Burruss, Frerichs, Ghag, Lozano, Middleton, Stallard, Thomas, Vice Chair 
Kozlowski, and Chair Saragosa  

Absent:  None 

 

Public Communications:  None 

 

Consent:  Upon motion by Director Ghag, seconded by Director Thomas, the Policy & Innovation 
Committee unanimously recommended that the board approve the following consent items: 

1. Approve the Minutes from the August 9, 2021, Committee Meeting  

 

Action: 

2. Approve Amendment #1 to the Budget and Overall Work Program for Fiscal Year 2021-2022 

Upon motion by Vice Chair Kozlowski, seconded by Director Frerichs, the Policy & Innovation 
Committee unanimously recommended that the board approve amendment #1 to the budget 
and overall work program for fiscal year 2021-2022 and authorize submittal to Caltrans and 
federal funding agencies. 

*Director Burruss was absent for this vote. 

 

Information: 

 

3. Regional Telework Pilot Program Outcomes and Next Steps 



Policy & Innovation Committee Minutes 
August 30, 2021 

Page 2 of 2 
 

 

The Policy & Innovation Committee received and reviewed this report, presented by Adrienne 
Moretz, SACOG staff.  

 

4. Advocacy Update 

The Policy & Innovation Committee received and reviewed this report, presented by Sabrina 
Bradbury, SACOG staff, Devon Barnhart, Capitol Transportation Consulting, and Jason Pavluchuk, 
Pavluchuk & Associates. 

 

5. Green Means Go Pilot Program 

The Policy & Innovation Committee received and reviewed this report, presented by Kacey 
Lizon, SACOG staff, and Jennifer Tendick, CALCOG staff. 

 

6. Race, Equity, and Inclusion Working Group Meeting Report Out 

The Policy & Innovation Committee received and reviewed this report, presented by James 
Corless, SACOG Executive Director.  

 

7. Gearing up for the 2024 Update of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategy 

The Policy & Innovation Committee received and reviewed this report, presented by Binu 
Abraham, SACOG staff. 

 

Other Matters:  None 

Chair Saragosa adjourned the meeting at 12:01 p.m. 
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Authorize Request for Proposals for Pricing and Incentives Pilot Research Design Framework  

Action
Prepared by:  Sabrina Bradbury Approved by:  Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  Yes Referring Committee: Not Applicable

1. Issue:
Staff is seeking authorization to release a Request for Proposals (RFP) for hiring a consulting/team to develop 
a research design framework for transportation pricing and incentive pilot projects. 

2. Recommendation:
That the Policy and Innovation Committee recommend that the board: (1) authorize the release of an RFP for 
consulting support to develop a research design framework for transportation pricing and incentive pilot 
projects; and (2) authorize the executive director to negotiate and execute a contract with the selected 
consultant/team.

3. Background/Analysis:
Transportation infrastructure is funded from a variety of sources (e.g., gas taxes, local sales tax measures, 
developer fees, other local contributions). However, transportation is one of the only public goods that we 
use and pay for every day, but never receive a bill showing what we are paying and how much we are using 
the system. Gas taxes are the primary source of funding for transportation investments and as cars become 
more fuel efficient and electric it will be increasingly necessary to identify more financially sustainable funding 
sources. One of the four priority policy areas in the adopted Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) focuses on the need to modernize the way we pay for transportation.

Additionally, SACOG and other Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) in the state play a major role in 
achieving greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions through policies and strategies that reduce vehicle miles 
traveled (VMT). Transportation pricing and incentives for non-drive alone modes of travel are cost effective 
strategies to change travel behavior. 

To advance these policy objectives SACOG, in partnership with San Diego Association of Governments 
(SANDAG), and Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), applied for a Caltrans Sustainable 
Communities Planning Grant to jointly develop a common research design framework for pricing and 
incentive pilots. SACOG and its partners were awarded $500,000 to complete this work. Using the framework 
we develop, future pilots will test the effects of integrating transportation payment systems (e.g. congestion, 
mileage and corridor fees) with demand management approaches (e.g., incentives for not driving alone) to 

 achieve the following policy outcomes:

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021
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 advance equity in underserved communities; 
 reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; 
 manage roadway congestion; and 
 provide sustainable revenues from fees for system maintenance and operation. 

At the state level, Caltrans is already leading an effort to shift from gas taxes to road charges in California 
through its Road User Charge program— a revenue neutral changeover. SACOG’s project seeks to design 
pilots that would put MPOs in a position to complement Caltrans’ efforts in the changeover by implementing 
other valuable policy-driven pricing systems and incentives that magnify desirable environmental and equity 
outcomes, while minimizing negative impacts, especially on underserved communities.

4. Discussion/Analysis:
Staff sees value in hiring a well-qualified consultant/team to collaborate with the Board, partners, and 
stakeholders to develop the common research design framework for transportation pricing and incentive 
pilots. SACOG, SANDAG, and SCAG (Partner MPOs) will focus on designing pilots that would: 

 Combine incentives with pricing to explore the potential to magnify the positive impacts on travel that 
transportation pricing systems, such as mobility wallets, may have. 

 Evaluate the impact of pricing on lower-income households, rural residents and other underserved 
communities. 

 Understand the potential of transportation pricing combined with incentives to induce positive change 
in travel behavior, such as reducing vehicle miles traveled, increasing use of alternative modes of 
travel, and reducing the amount of travel during the most congested routes and times. 

SACOG is currently working with partner MPOs to refine the scope of work for the RFP. The key tasks are 
summarized in Attachment A. Policy and Innovation Committee input will inform the scope before it is 
released. Upon board approval, the RFP will be released thereafter. 

A selection committee will review the proposals and make a recommendation for which consultant/team to 
hire. The final scope of work and contract will be negotiated as an agreement between the selected 
consultant/team and SACOG as the contract administrator, with input over the course of the project from the 
Board of Directors, Caltrans, partner MPOs and other stakeholders. 

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
Funding for this effort is included in SACOG’s Overall Work Program. The consultant will be funded using up to 
$475,000 of the $500,000 Caltrans Sustainable Communities Planning grant award. The total project budget, 
including cash and in-kind match from SACOG and partner agencies, is $626,000.

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:
Goal 1 : Advance Economic Prosperity

 Objective 2: Establish the Sacramento region as a testbed and scale-up location for innovative mobility 
solutions.

Goal 2 : Connected Communities

 Objective 1: Develop more sustainable sources of future transportation funding while winning new 
competitive state and federal transportation grants. 
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 Objective 2: Support innovative mobility options that develop equitable, accessible transportation 
options for all residents.



    Attachment A 
 

Transportation Pricing and Incentive 
Research Design Framework 

Scope  of  Work  Summary 

 
 

1. Project guidance and stakeholder collaboration: consultant/team will work with 
Partner MPOs to identify a broad group of stakeholders to participate in an advisory 
committee that will provide feedback to partners on various aspects of developing the 
pilot design framework to maximize outcomes of the project.   

 
2. Develop research design: Consultant/team will develop a detailed design for future 

pilots that will specify the basic research framework for pilots, sampling strategy, and 
targets needed to accomplish the goals of the pilot and identify the technical approach 
to implement the pilots for future volunteer participants. The consultant/team will 
assemble detailed research on methods used for other pricing studies and develop a 
study methodology for the transportation pricing and incentives pilot project. The 
methodology will include the approach for establishing baseline (pre‐pricing pilot) travel 
patterns for pilot participants, the approach for emulation of real pricing and incentives 
in a combined platform, sampling targets and recruitment approaches for pilot 
participants, requirements on duration of participation in pilot, and other key pilot 
design issues. Sampling targets will be set for mileage fee‐only, incentive‐only and 
mileage fee + incentive pilot test groups. Target setting will be mindful of future Title VI 
requirements.  Fee rate and incentive rate combinations, with variations to allow for 
assessment of sensitivity to different rates, will also be part of the research design. This 
research design will also collect data that would inform a Title VI analysis for all three 
test groups. 

 
3. Develop technology design: The consultant/team will identify the technical approach 

necessary to support the transportation pricing and incentive pilot project. This will 
include specifying the devices needed (on board units (OBUs), smartphone apps, or a 
combination), the banking or reconciliation approach (set‐up of “start‐up” accounts, 
calculation of facility‐ or mileage‐based charges based on OBUs or smartphone GPS 
traces, calculation of incentive payments based on same inputs). The technology design 
will need to include the ability to provide the account balance and feedback on facility‐
or mileage‐based fees as well as incentive payments to participants. Assembly and 
storage of the travel information for each participant needed to perform the necessary 
pilot research analysis, while maintaining necessary privacy protections and 
confidentiality of participants personally identifiable information, is another key part of 
the technology design. This study will include a privacy policy for future pilot test 
volunteers. 

 



    Attachment A 
 

4. Participant information/interface design: In addition to the research design and 
technology design, informational content provided to the future pilot participants 
during the course of the pilot, and survey work needed to assess the experience of the 
pilot participants, will be the subject of focused design as part of this project. 
Approaches to ensure successful recruitment of sampling targets, and retention of 
participants through the pilot, will be developed. A key part of the information needed 
by future pilot participants will be materials and training to enable each participant to 
participate in pilots productively and gracefully, including translation to other languages.  
 
Support to participants during the course of the future pilots (e.g. technical support, 
help desk, etc.) to deal with the inevitable questions and problems that arise will be 
another part of the participant design. The Partner MPOs are very interested in 
assessing the impact of information provided to pilot participants about their travel, 
fees assessed, and incentives earned on behavioral response to the fees and incentives. 
Finally, the subjective experience of the pilot participants will be assessed at the 
beginning and end of the pilot. Did participation in the pilot change their feelings about 
transportation pricing? Did the availability of incentives in addition to pricing affect the 
feelings about pricing? These are key questions the Partner MPOs seek to answer with 
these pilots, and they need to be part of the design. 
 

5. Project documentation and reporting: Consultant/team will produce a consolidated 
report on pilot project design framework for a future beta‐test. Printed and digitally 
published reports will be produced summarizing the project. The report will provide 
detailed documentation of the design work and recommendations on adapting the 
designs for development and implementation of a future beta test and full‐scale pilots, 
mitigating disproportionate impacts, and how to best analyze the data from the 
research. 
 
Consultant/team will also assist Partner MPOs in presenting to conferences, critical 
working groups, and interested parties. In addition to printed and digitally published 
reports, Partner MPOs will share the goals and results of the project with others through 
targeted presentations at key transportation conferences (TRB, APA, ITE, etc.), MPO 
member agencies, and interest groups and organizations with an interest in testing 
transportation pricing and incentive systems.  
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Adoption of the Final Draft Public Participation Plan  

Action
Prepared by:  Rosie Ramos Approved by: Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  Yes Referring Committee: Not applicable

1. Issue:
Adoption of the Final Draft Public Participation Plan. 

2. Recommendation:
That the Policy & Innovation Committee recommend that the SACOG board adopt the Final Draft Public 
Participation Plan (PPP).

3. Background/Analysis:
The PPP is the outreach process document for the Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategies (MTP/SCS), the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP), and the 
Overall Work Program (OWP). The PPP provides guidance and direction on the required consultation and 
outreach, and it provides best practices for outreach. The PPP can be used as a resource for strategies for 
other projects as well. 

The Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act and Federal regulation 23 CFR § 450.316 requires 
metropolitan transportation organizations like SACOG to create a Public Participation Plan (PPP). The PPP 
outlines the process for public involvement for the MTP, MTIP, and OWP. The PPP showcases how outreach is 
developed and what they can expect from SACOG. 

While meeting federal regulation of the FAST Act and 23 CFR § 450.316, the PPP also addresses other 
outreach and participation requirements: 

• Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
• The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 
• Executive Order 12898 - Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and 

Low-Income Populations 
• Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504) 
• Executive Order 13166 – Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency 
• Executive Order 13175 – Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments 
• SB 375 – Redesigning Communities to Reduce Greenhouse Gas 
• AB 52 – Native Americans: California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

4. Discussion/Analysis:

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021

Agenda Item No. 4
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The final draft Public Participation Plan (attachment A) is ready for adoption. SACOG released the draft PPP to 
the public, stakeholders, partners, and additional interested parties for a 45-day comment period from June 
17, to August 9, 2021. The comments received are compiled in Attachment B. Upon close of the comment 
period and after reviewing feedback and comments, staff revised the document to create the Final Draft PPP. 

This final draft PPP makes improvements to the previous version by creating a simple document that reflects 
state and federal requirements and a menu of options for best practices for effective engagement and 
communications. One outreach strategy does not fit all projects, so the menu of outreach strategies that is 
included will allow individual project managers the opportunity to select outreach and engagement strategies 
based on specific community needs and project outcomes. Board approval is the final step in the PPP update. 

PPP update process: 
• April – May: Staff drafted the revised PPP 
• June - August: Draft PPP was released for a 45-day public comment period from June 17 – August 9, 

2021 
• August-September: Staff responded to comments and edits and created the Final Draft PPP 
• October: Board adopts Public Participation Plan 

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
None, staff time is already budgeted. 

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:
 Goal 2 : Connected Communities
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SACOG MISSION 

Provide leadership and a dynamic, 
collaborative public forum for 
achieving an efficient regional 
transportation system, innovative 
and integrated regional planning, 
and high quality of life within the 
greater Sacramento region. 
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About SACOG 
SACOG is where local government leaders in the six-county Sacramento region come together to advance 
the goals of economic prosperity, connected communities, and vibrant places. SACOG works with its 28 
member cities and counties to solve challenges that are too big for any one jurisdiction to solve on its own. 
The SACOG staff are guided by a board of elected officials from each city and county within the region. 
SACOG plays a central role in transportation infrastructure planning and funding assistance for cities, counties, 
transit operators, and other entities responsible for providing for the transportation needs of the region’s 
residents.  

As the only public agency with representation from every jurisdiction in the region, SACOG serves as a forum 
for the study, planning, and resolution of other issues facing local governments in a wide variety of topics from 
protecting our agricultural and natural resources, challenges related to flooding and wildfires, airport planning, 
and housing affordability. We also help our member agencies and partners find efficiencies by sharing 
resources for such things as joint procurements of fuel for vehicle fleets, purchasing software for transit 
operators, and operating an aerial imagery cooperative.  

SACOG is designated by the federal government as the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the 
Sacramento region, which requires SACOG to maintain a regional transportation plan that must be updated 
every four years in coordination with each local government. Placer and El Dorado counties are unique in that 
they each have their own state designation as Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) that are 
responsible for developing their own transportation plans. SACOG is the RTPA for Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, 
and Yuba counties. SACOG works in coordination with the Placer County Transportation Planning Agency and 
the El Dorado County Transportation Commission to ensure consistency between these two county-specific 
plans and the broader region-wide plan. 

SACOG’s board of directors is made up of one representative from each city and county, except for 
Sacramento County with three board of supervisors, the City of Sacramento with two council members, and 
one ex-officio member from Caltrans. The City of Sacramento and Sacramento County have additional board 
representation because they hold the majority of the population in the region. Each board member is 
appointed by their local council or board. The assignment to serve on the SACOG board is annual. The current 
SACOG board members can be viewed online https://www.sacog.org/board-directors.  

 

SACOG Policy Committees 
Board Committees 

SACOG has standing policy committees made of board members. The policy committees typically meet 
monthly, except for July. Policy committee meetings are structured to be in-depth discussions to make 
recommendations to the full SACOG Board of Directors. 

Policy & Innovation Committee: considers state and federal advocacy, innovation, media, and other activities 
related to external affairs and administrative activities such as human resources, audits, the budget, and the 
Overall Work Program. 

Land Use and Natural Resources Committee: considers land use and air quality issues, housing, electric 

https://www.sacog.org/board-directors
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vehicles, and other related issues. 

Transportation Committee: review all items relating to transportation, the Metropolitan Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy, the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Plan, and the State 
Implementation Plan as well as the SAFE program. 

Strategic Planning Committee: reviews the Joint Powers Agreement, board representation, and long-term 
vision planning. This committee also acts as a liaison to the regional legislative delegation. 

To request meeting information or access agendas go to: https://www.sacog.org/agendas-0.  

Advisory Committees 
Advisory and ad hoc committees can take many forms. They can consist of members of the public, 
stakeholders, public agency staff, advocates, SACOG board members, and other elected and/or appointed 
officials. Advisory and ad hoc committees are formed to provide guidance on specific issues, plans, and/or 
initiatives.  

Advisory and ad hoc committees include (open to the public): 
• Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee  
• GIS Coordination Committee  
• Race, Equity, & Inclusion Working Group 
• SACSIM Travel Demand Model Technical Advisory Committee  
• Sacramento Emergency Clean Air and Transportation Air Quality Policy Group  
• Sacramento Emergency Clean Air and Transportation Technical Advisory Committee  
• Sacramento Region Intelligent Transportation Systems Partnership 
• Social Service Transportation Advisory Council  
• Transportation Demand Management Taskforce  

 

Required Consultation Advisory Groups 

Regional Planning Partnership (RPP): The RPP consists of the five local air districts, representatives of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), California Air Resources Board (ARB), Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA), Federal Transit Administration (FTA), state and local transportation agencies, and includes local 
city/county planning staff, partners, and stakeholders. Currently, the RPP is SACOG’s designated interagency 
consultation group for air quality conformity and transportation purposes. It also provides a forum for 
local agencies in the region’s transportation industry to contribute to the policymaking and fund programming 
activities of SACOG, and to improve coordination within the region. The RPP meets at a minimum quarterly but 
can meet more often as needed. Each RPP meeting is open to the public and held at the SACOG offices with 
remote access available. SACOG will be working on streamlining communication with the key stakeholders of 
the RPP (air districts, EPA, ARB, FHWA, FTA, and state/local transportation agencies).   

 
Transit Coordinating Committee (TCC): The TCC provides a forum for the discussion of transit plans and issues, 
coordinates transit studies and systems on a regional basis, disseminates federal, state, and local transit 
information, reviews and comments on the MTP/SCS and the MTIP, and gives input into SACOG’s Overall 
Work Program. 

  

https://www.sacog.org/agendas-0
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What is the Public Participation Plan?  
The Public Participation Plan (PPP) is SACOG’s process document for the Metropolitan Transportation 
Improvement Program (MTIP), Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(MTP/SCS), Overall Work Program (OWP), and key decisions. The PPP lays out outreach strategies for 
providing the public, partners, and any interested party the opportunity to engage in the work SACOG does. 
The PPP is a resource to ensure SACOG meets the federal and state requirements for public participation and 
to highlight the best practices to create the most transparent and equitable outreach processes we can.  

The Public Participation Plan is intended for SACOG staff to use as a planning resource and as a guide for the 
public to understand how public participation strategies will be developed. The Public Participation Plan is a 
collection of various processes for SACOG and should not be interpreted as the final outreach, engagement, 
and/or involvement strategy, but rather a document that lays out the methods to be used to develop robust, 
qualitative, quantitative, accessible, and thoughtful plans for outreach. All plans, programs, and projects will 
develop unique engagement processes using this document as a resource. 

Guiding Principles for all Outreach Processes 
• SACOG and the Board are committed to accessible and transparent engagement processes.  
• SACOG values the voices of historically underrepresented groups including Black, Indigenous, People 

of Color (BIPOC); low-income residents; the LGBTQ+ community; persons with disabilities; persons with 
English as a second language; and youth; and shall make specific efforts to involve them in SACOG 
processes.  

• Effective public participation requires unique processes to engage residents and achieve outcomes – 
there is no one size fits all approach.  

Public Input on the Public Participation Plan  
The Public Participation Plan will be periodically reviewed and when there are any updates it will be released 
for public comment for 45 days. During any comment period, the PPP will be circulated via SACOG’s existing 
communications lists, stakeholders, partners, local community-based organizations, and local jurisdictions. 
After a public comment period closes, SACOG staff review and respond to all commenters, make changes to 
the final draft PPP as needed, and request that the SACOG board adopt the final plan. 

In the most recent update, the draftentered a public comment period which 
began on June 17, 2021 and closed on August 9, 2021. Federal & State 
Requirements  

Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act  

The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act was signed into law by President Obama on 
December 4, 2015. The FAST Act established federal funding levels and regulations, and underscores the 
need for public involvement. The law requires metropolitan planning agencies such as SACOG to provide 
citizens, affected public agencies, and a variety of other stakeholder a reasonable opportunity to comment on 
transportation plans and programs. The requirements are listed below with the Code of Federal Regulations. 
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23 Code of Federal Regulations & 450.316 Requirements  

23 CFR &450.316 describes the specific requirements and objectives that should be included in a metropolitan 
planning organization’s public participation plan.   

• Provide adequate public notice of public participation activities and time for public review and 
comment at key decision points, including but not limited to a reasonable opportunity to comment on 
the proposed Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) 
adoption and the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) adoption and 
amendments.  

• Provide timely notice and reasonable access to information about transportation issues and processes.  
• Employ visualization techniques to describe the MTP/SCS and MTIP.  
• Make public information (technical information and meeting notices) available in electronically 

accessible formats and means, such as the World Wide Web.  
• Hold public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times.  
• Demonstrate explicit consideration and response to public input received during the development of 

the MTP/SCS and the MTIP.  
• Seek out and consider the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing transportation systems, 

such as low-income and minority communities, who may face challenges accessing employment and 
other services.  

• Provide additional opportunity for public comment if the final MTP/SCS or MTIP differs significantly 
from the version that was made available for public comment by SACOG and raises new material 
issues which interested parties could not reasonably have foreseen from the public involvement 
efforts.  

• Coordinate with the statewide transportation planning public involvement and consultation processes.  
• Periodically review the effectiveness of the procedures and strategies contained in this PPP to ensure 

a full and open participation process. 
• Summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of comments shall be posted as part of the MTP and 

MTIP when significant written and oral comments are received on the draft MTP/SCS and MTIP.  
• Minimum 45-day public comment period for the PPP with copies of the plan provided to FHWA and 

FTA and posted to the internet.  
• When developing the MTP and MTIP, the MPO should consult with agencies and officials responsible 

for planning activities in the area that are affected by transportation with such planning activities.  
• The MPO shall develop the MTP/SCS and MTIP with due consideration of other related planning 

activities in the area with the processing allowing for the design and delivery of transportation services 
that are provided by: recipients of assistance under title 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53; governmental agencies 
and non-profit organizations that receive Federal assistance from a source other than the U.S. 
Department of Transportation to provide non-emergency transportation services; and recipients of 
assistance under 23 U.S.C. 201-204. 

• The MPO shall appropriately involve the Indian Tribal government(s) in the development of the 
metropolitan transportation plan and the MTIP. 

• Develop a documented process(es) that outlines roles, responsibilities, and key decision points for 
consulting with other governments and agencies. 

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

Title VI of the Civil rights act of 1964 requires that transportation planning and programming be 
nondiscriminatory on the basis of race, color, national origin, or disability. Title VI serves as the legal foundation 
for what is today referred to as Environmental Justice. Under Title VI, the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(DOT) has oversight responsibility for ensuring that recipients do not use DOT funds to subsidize discrimination 
based on race, color, or national origin.  
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As part of Title VI requirements, SACOG provides an annual Title VI certification and assurance. The document 
lays out our complaint procedure, process for meaningful access for people with limited English proficiency 
(LEP), and the general program. More information can be found online https://www.sacog.org/post/title-vi-
civil-rights-act-1964.  

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) describes actions for non-discrimination against people with 
disabilities. The ADA Act calls for equal employment opportunities, non-discrimination on the basis of having a 
disability in state and local government services, including public transportation access, providing public 
accommodations and telecommunications services. SACOG fully complies with ADA through its ADA plan and 
policies. These policies can be reviewed online at https://www.sacog.org/post/americans-disabilities-act-
1990. Measures such as wheelchair accessibility, elevators with floor numbers posted in Braille, 
communication devices for hearing-impaired persons such as the California Relay System, and sign-language 
interpreters are made available for meetings upon request. A telecommunications device for the deaf (TDD) is 
available to communicate with people who are deaf or have communications impairment over the telephone. 
The building in which SACOG resides was constructed in 2003 to comply with ADA accessibility standards. 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and Accessible Programs 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires the Department of Transportation (DOT) to ensure that 
qualified individuals with disabilities are not excluded from or discriminated against under any DOT-conducted 
or DOT-funded program or activity because of their disabilities. DOT-conducted and DOT-funded programs 
and activities must be accessible and usable to qualified individuals with disabilities, including any aid, benefit, 
or service. DOT must take proactive steps to ensure events and programs are accessible to persons with 
disabilities. 

Executive Orders 

Executive Orders are directives by the President to federal agencies. SACOG receives federal funding, as such 
SACOG complies with the following Executive Orders.  

 

Executive Order Description 

Executive Order 12898 - Federal Actions to 
Address Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low-Income Populations 

Its purpose is to focus federal attention on the 
environmental and human health effects of 
federal actions on minority and low-income 
populations with the goal of achieving 
environmental protection for all communities. 

Executive Order 13166 – Improving Access to 
Services for Persons with Limited English 
Proficiency 

Requires Federal agencies to examine the 
services they provide, identify any need for 
services to those with limited English proficiency 
(LEP), and develop and implement a system to 
provide those services so LEP persons can have 

https://www.sacog.org/post/title-vi-civil-rights-act-1964
https://www.sacog.org/post/title-vi-civil-rights-act-1964
https://www.sacog.org/post/americans-disabilities-act-1990
https://www.sacog.org/post/americans-disabilities-act-1990
https://www.sacog.org/post/americans-disabilities-act-1990
https://www.sacog.org/post/americans-disabilities-act-1990
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meaningful access to them. You can find 
SACOG’s  LEP plan at 
https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-
attachments/appendix_b_-
_lep_plan.pdf?1543960547  

 

 

Executive Order 13175 – Consultation and 
Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments 

Establish regular and meaningful consultation 
and collaboration with tribal officials in the 
development of Federal policies that have tribal 
implications.  

 

California State Law  

Senate Bill 375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008) 

Senate Bill 375 prompts regional planning to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from cars and light 
trucks through coordinated planning for long range transportations plans and regional land use plans. The bill 
provides emission reducing goals for which regions can target and provides incentives for local governments 
and developers to follow new strategically planned growth patterns.  

 
Assembly Bill 52 (Chapter 532, Statutes of 2014)  

Requires lead agencies to consider the effects of projects on tribal cultural resources (TCRs) and to conduct 
notification and consultation with federally and non-federally recognized Native American tribes early in the 
environmental review process. For SACOG this applies to the MTP/SCS Environmental Impact Report. 

 

Ralph M. Brown Act (Government Code Sections 54590-54963) 

This act is California’s open meeting law for public agencies. The Brown Act ensures that members of the 
public remain informed on the views, discussions, and actions of a local agency and allows members of the 
public to openly comment on agenda and non-agenda items during public meetings. The Brown Act applies 
to the SACOG Board and all board committees, accordingly, all SACOG Board and board committee meeting 
are publicly advertised and open and accessible to the public.  
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Staff Guide for Creating a Public Participation Process 

Developing a public participation process 
When creating a public participation process for a project or program, the public participation process should 
be developed around specific outcomes of the project, have a clear timeline that identifies engagement 
opportunities, key decision points, and describes how public input will be considered. Specific strategies to 
involve BIPOC and low-income residents should be included. 

1. Project managers should identify their project engagement and outreach needs at the beginning of 
the project/program.  

2. Set a clear timeline of key decision points to identify the best times for public engagement and 
outreach so that meaningful feedback can be collected and used. 

3. After a set timeline of key decision points, a plan should be developed around clear goals and an 
understanding of the target audience with the relevant strategies listed below. 

4. Once a plan is developed, implementation should be easy to follow for any stakeholder.  

Audience Identification 

To create an effective public process, staff should identify who the audience will be. SACOG’s audience 
ranges from the public to agencies and elected officials. The list below is illustrative, not exhaustive. SACOG 
staff should develop unique stakeholder lists for each outreach process. 

General Public 

Community- and Faith- based organizations 

Air districts 

Member jurisdiction staff 

Business community 

Elected officials not on SACOG Board 

Tribal nations 

Goods movement/freight operators 

Transit operators 

 

BIPOC communities 

LGBTQ+ communities 

Low-income people 

People with disabilities 

Unhoused people 

Youth 

Utility providers 

Development community 

Advocates

Outreach Planning Strategies 

The strategies below can be used to meet specific project needs and state and federal requirements, as well 
as create outreach and engagement plans that are transparent and accessible. This list will be periodically 
reviewed to add new outreach practices and strategies. A single project does not need to use every strategy, 
rather take from the menu of options to create a plan that fits the specific project needs, addresses legal 
requirements, and employs strategies that help connect with the target audience. Environmental Justice, low-
income, and BIPOC communities will require a specialized approach to effectively engage. Many times, these 
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groups will not be reachable through standard email list communication or follow traditional SACOG channels 
of communication. Project managers shall identify strategies of engagement specific to these communities. 
Throughout the recommendations below, an asterisk indicates best practice for reaching BIPOC, low-income, 
and other underserved communities.  

Best Practices:  

• Connect with community-based organizations first, who are trusted within the community. * 
• Set aside a budget for community-based organizations to help develop and implement the outreach 

plan as trusted messengers. * 
• When appropriate, hold paid focus groups. * 
• Do a scan of existing public engagement processes and to the extent possible coordinate efforts to 

reduce the burden of participation that many residents face. *  
• Hold meetings/events/workshops where people already feel comfortable and/or go regularly (e.g., 

farmers markets, transit stops, grocery stores, parks). * 
• Accessible content: if there is an online survey, make sure to print it, or bring devices for people to 

access the online content. *  
• Outreach in the community, such as churches, supermarkets, or other local amenities. *  
• Be willing to listen to hard truths and have a plan of action when people indicate topics and/or issues 

that cannot be addressed through SACOG work (have a plan with local jurisdiction to refer people). * 
• Enter every community with respect and willingness to learn, communities know what they need and 

want. The residents are experts through their lived experience. *  
• Provide workshops and materials in different languages based on need of community or have 

professional staff available for translation. *  
• Review the PPP periodically and update the PPP with newfound evaluation results and lessons 

learned as needed.  

Meetings, Workshops, and Events 

Public meetings, workshops, and events are all effective ways to involve stakeholders. When developing a 
meeting, workshop, or event ensure any information and content is useful and accessible.  

Best Practices:  

• Schedule meetings at various times that can accommodate different work schedules, not just typical 
9am to 5pm jobs. 

• Host meetings, workshops, and events in locations that meet people where they are (at local 
community centers, farmers markets, community events, etc.).   

• Create an inviting format so people want to engage (provide shade, activities, etc.) 
• Communicate clearly with simple and straightforward language (if using PowerPoints, they should be 

simple, clear, and concise). 
• Provide kids activities so parents and caretakers can engage. *  
• Include youth at the same level as other stakeholders.  
• Provide food and refreshments. * 
• ADA compliance – ensure the meeting is accessible, you have appropriate materials, and can provide 

accommodations as requested. * 
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• Meetings should be accessible by transit. *  
• Interactive activities: map pinning, sticky note exercises, drawing, storytelling, playing. 
• Small group discussion can promote engagement and discovery of information that was not solicited 

in planned questions.   
• Provide online and virtual venues that provide the same opportunities as in person meetings. * 
• Provide workshops and materials in different languages based on need of community or have 

professional staff available for translation. * 

Surveys 

Surveys are a great way to collect information from the public, stakeholders, partners, and interested parties. 
When creating a survey ensure that the timing is right for key decision making and that the information 
gathered is considered and responded to.  

Best Practices: 

• Create a multilingual online format that can engage people even without a public meeting or 
workshop using Survey Monkey, Google, Microsoft Forms, or similar services. * 

• Make sure to create a paper version to create access for those without internet or computer access. * 
• Use simple and straightforward language. 
• Make sure your question does not influence an answer (for example, what do you like about X project? 

vs. do you like X project?). 
• Ask questions that can influence outcomes of your project in a meaningful way. 
• Ask optional demographics questions like ethnicity/race, income, age, zip code, etc. to assess who is 

engaging and where more outreach might be needed.  

Social Media 

Social media plays a large role in how people interact with the world and consume information. Social media 
should be strategically used to share information and engage the public.  

Best Practices: 

• Identify the best channels to reach your intended audience, including, but not limited to Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, and TikTok.  

• Create simple and easy to read language for social media including multilingual content when feasible 
• Including alternate text descriptions for images* 
• Create content that is engaging, simple, fun, and/or interactive.  
• Social media content should be focused on visuals with text that explains clearly and is easy to read. 
• Create a schedule for content posting.  
• Create a theme for schedule postings.  
• Sponsored ads that are geo-coded or demographically coded to your target audience. * 

Communications 

Communications includes a variety of tactics and strategies and is the core of all engagement. Clear and 
effective communication about the project, the goals, objectives, and how engagement will impact the 
outcomes of the project are key.   
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Information Sharing 

• SACOG website at www.sacog.org can host news articles, notices, project pages, and collect contact 
information.  

• E-mail blasts to targeted stakeholders and interested parties. 
• Webinars, live and pre-recorded. 
• Infographics or process visuals. 

Media 

• Leverage regional media to generate additional interest and audiences.  
• Media/press releases. 

Handouts  

• Consider if a handout would be useful for sharing your information at a meeting or workshop. 
• PowerPoint slide decks can be useful for detailed information following a presentation. 

Presentations 

• Clear, concise presentations should be done in simple language avoiding jargon and acronyms. 
• Simple PowerPoint presentations when needed. They should have limited text and primarily visuals 

that support the delivery of the spoken message.  

Visualization Methods 

• Develop visual ways to communicate project information including, but not limited to, maps, 
infographics, posters, flyers, story maps, etc.  

Evaluations 

• Develop metrics for success at the beginning of each public development process (number of 
events/meetings, materials produced, number of residents engaged). Check your evaluation metrics 
with your stakeholders. 

• Create measurable goals and outcomes.  
• Identify the strategies used and if they were successful. 
• Document lessons learned.  

Internet and Online Engagement   

The internet has become a dynamic platform for engagement and information consumption. SACOG has been 
utilizing online engagement techniques through websites, surveys, and social media that have proven to be 
convenient and useful for quality public engagement. Below are some strategies that can be applied for 
online engagement. 

• Online surveys open for a specific period of time.  
• Social media promotion of events, workshops, meetings, surveys, project announcements, etc.  
• Webinars that allow people to gain information online.  
• SACOG website as a key destination for information sharing. 

 

http://www.sacog.org/
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* Indicates best practice for reaching BIPOC, low-income, and other underserved communities.  
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Native American & Indian Tribal Governments 
On June 18, 2019, Governor Gavin Newsom issued Executive Order N-15-19, which acknowledges and 
apologizes on behalf of the State for the historical “violence, exploitation, dispossession and the attempted 
destruction of tribal communities” which dislocated California Native Americans from their ancestral land and 
sacred practices and establishes the California Truth and Healing Council. The destructive impacts of this 
forceful separation persist today, and meaningful, reparative action from the State of California (State) can 
begin to address these wrongs in an effort to heal its relationship with California Native Americans. 

SACOG acknowledges that Native American Indian governments are domestic sovereign nations within the 
United States and as such understand that they are more than a stakeholder in our outreach process. Our 
efforts with the region’s tribes will strive to ensure programs and activities avoid or minimize adverse impacts 
to cultural and other important resources. We recognize and respect the important California Native American 
rights, sites, traditions, and practices, and will consult with tribal governments prior to making decisions, taking 
actions, or implementing programs that may impact their communities. When engaging in activities or 
developing policies that affect Native American tribal rights or trust resources, SACOG will act in a 
knowledgeable, sensitive, and respectful manner. Native American communities include lands held in trust by 
tribal governments, communities of non-federally recognized tribes, tribal reservation or rancherias, and 
Native Americans that are not part of a California tribe living in California. 

Native American Indian governments are considered domestic sovereign nations; that is, they have a direct 
and special relationship with the federal government because of treaties and acts of Congress and are 
independent of individual states. For example, tribes deal directly with the federal government in securing 
funding for Native American reservation roads if they are tribes on a reservation. Because of their status, 
SACOG will work directly with Native American Indian governments on a government-to-government basis. 

SACOG needs to identify issues affecting Native American tribal lands and their transportation needs, plans, 
projects, and outreach early in the MTP/SCS process. Guidance from Caltrans Tribal Liaison and additional 
existing resources will be sought in developing relationships with tribes, reservations, and individuals. Since 
tribes are eligible to apply for and be awarded separate funding, SACOG staff needs to consult with both 
federal transportation agencies and local tribes to coordinate on specific plans and projects.  

Federally recognized tribes in the Sacramento region include: 

• Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation
• Shingle Springs Band of Miwok Indians
• United Auburn Indian Community of the Auburn Rancheria
• Wilton Miwok Rancheria

Additional tribes: 

While the six-county SACOG region only has four federally recognized tribes, it is important to note that there 
are still other tribes that have connections to the lands within the SACOG region. This includes tribes not 
recognized by the federal government and/or tribes that are only recognized with limited boundaries outside 
of the region. These limited boundaries outside the region could mean that while the federal government only 
recognizes a certain area being culturally, spiritually, and/or traditionally significant to a tribe, areas within the 
SACOG region can still be of importance to them. To the extent feasible and when appropriate, SACOG staff 
will also reach out to tribes outside the region, including, but not limited, to the additional tribes below. 

Additional tribes to consider, including those tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic 
area that may have expertise concerning their tribal cultural resources:   
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• Buena Vista Rancheria of Me-Wuk Indians in Amador County
• Enterprise Rancheria Estom Yumeka Maidu in Butte County
• Greenville Rancheria of Maidu Indians in Plumas County
• Ione Band of Miwok Indians of California in Amador County
• Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California in South Lake Tahoe area
• Berry Creek Rancheria of Maidu Indians in Oroville
• Estom Yumeka Maidu Tribe of the Enterprise Rancheria in Oroville
• Mooretown Rancheria of Maidu Indians in Oroville
• Chicken Ranch Rancheria of Me-Wuk Indians in Jamestown
• Greenville Rancheria in Greenville
• Grindstone Indian Rancheria of Wintun-Wailaki in Elk Creek
• Jackson Rancheria Band of Me-Wuk Indians in Jackson
• Redding Rancheria in Redding
• Susanville Indian Rancheria in Susanville

Requirements for Native American Tribal Engagement 
• Executive Order 13175 – Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments
• AB 52 – Native Americans: California Environmental Quality Act

o Tribes must request in writing to be notified by lead agencies through formal notification
proposed projects in the geography where the tribe is traditionally and culturally affiliated.

o Within 14 days of determining that application for a project is complete or decision to
undertake a project, a lead agency must provide formal notification to the designated contact
that initially requested. This shall include at least one written notification that includes a project
description, project location, lead agency contact information, and notification that the tribe as
30 days to request consultation.

o A tribe must respond within 30 days of receipt of formal notification to request consultation.
o Consultation is concluded when either of the parties agree on measures to mitigate or avoid a

significant effect, if a significant effect exists to a tribal cultural resource or if a party, acting in
good faith and after reasonable effort, concludes that mutual agreement cannot be reached.

o AB 52 requires that any information submitted by a California Native American tribe during the
environmental review process shall not be included in the environmental review document of
otherwise disclosed.

Recommended strategies to meet requirements for Native American Tribal Engagement 

• Ensure tribal government contact information is current and updated by referencing the California
Office of the Tribal Advisor for contact lists and reaching out directly to tribes.

• Connect with tribal governments and establish an expected level of communication for upcoming
projects.

• Send tribal governments and relevant advocacy and service groups timely and adequate public
notices and final documents.

• Actively seek tribal government input on SACOG projects and programs through direct contact with
chair persons, leadership, and/or appropriate staff dependent on the project.

• Respond to all tribal government comments on the MTP/SCS and MTIP by providing a summary,
analysis, and report on the disposition of comments, as part of the final MTP/SCS or MTIP.

• Respond to all consultation requests from tribes and when possible and appropriate provide specific
workshops to meet their community engagement needs.

• Provide opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan transportation planning process.
• Monitor the California Office of the Tribal Advisor for guidance and policy.
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The Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) 
The Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) is required to be a 20-
year multimodal transportation plan that is financially feasible, achieves health standards for clean air, and 
addresses statewide and regional climate goals. The MTP/SCS’ planning objective is to encourage and 
promote the safe and efficient management, operation, and development of surface transportation systems 
that will serve the mobility needs of people and freight, foster economic growth, and take into consideration 
resiliency needs while minimizing transportation related fuel consumption and air pollution.  

The MTP/SCS lays out a transportation investment plan and land use strategy to support a prosperous region, 
with access to jobs and economic opportunity, transportation options, and affordable housing that works for all 
residents. The plan also lays out a path for improving our air quality, preserving open space and natural 
resources, and helping California achieve its goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to 
climate change. SACOG is responsible for updating and maintaining the MTP/SCS regularly. 

It is developed in coordination with El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba counties, the 22 
cities within them, and incorporates plans developed by the Placer County Transportation Planning Agency 
(PCTPA) and the El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC).  

MTP/SCS Outreach Requirements 
The requirements listed below reflect federal and state requirements. SACOG staff are encouraged to 
implement tactics from the list of best practices and be nimble and creative to reduce barriers for resident 
engagement. 

State and federal requirements for public engagement. 

1. One-stop information hub for the current MTP/SCS plan on SACOG’s website (www.sacog.org) in
order to provide a transparent process for the public and timely notice: include access and
information to transportation issues and processes, the MTP/SCS plan development timeline that
highlights key dates for major decisions from the board, input opportunities, technical information
sharing, and meeting/workshop information.

2. Hold public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times. Workshops in El Dorado
and Placer counties will be coordinated with El Dorado County Transportation Commission and
Placer County Transportation Planning Agency respectively

3. Employ visualization techniques to communicate information on the MTP/SCS.
4. Consider and respond to public comments formally submitted during the comment period.
5. Seek out and consider the needs of traditionally underserved communities.
6. If the final MTP/SCS differs significantly from the draft, provide additional opportunity for the

public to review.
7. Interagency consultation and coordination with federal, state, and local agencies.
8. Evaluate the effectiveness of the outreach plan.
9. Summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of comments in the final MTP/SCS.
10. 45-day public comment period on the draft MTP/SCS.
11. Due consideration of other related planning activities within the metropolitan area.
12. Meaningful involvement of tribal governments.  Specific guidance on this provided in the prior 

Tribal Governments section.  
13. To the extent practicable, develop a documented process(es) that outlines roles, responsibilities,

http://www.sacog.org/
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and key decision points for consulting with other governments and agencies. 
14. Three public hearings on the draft SCS.
15. MTP/SCS specific contact list of cross-sector stakeholders.
16. Make the final MTP/SCS accessible.
17. Two (2) informational meetings in each county within the region for members of the board of

supervisors and city councils on the sustainable communities strategy and alternative planning
strategy, if any, pursuant to SB 375.

18. Eight (8) public workshops (1 in each county, except 3 for Sacramento) to provide the public with
the information and tools necessary to provide a clear understanding of the issues and policy
choices, pursuant to SB 375.

19. Conduct one workshop on the greenhouse gas reduction targets set by CA Air Resources Board,
pursuant to SB 375.

20. At least three public hearings on the draft sustainable communities strategy in the regional
transportation plan and alternative planning strategy if one is prepared. If the metropolitan
transportation organization consists of a single county, at least two public hearings shall be held,
pursuant to SB 375.
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The Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program 
(MTIP)  
The Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP), also known as the Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP), is part of the SACOG Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (MTP/SCS) but focuses on a shorter, four-year period of time. The MTIP is a comprehensive listing of 
transportation projects that receive federal funds, are subject to a federally required action, or are considered 
to be regionally significant transportation projects with the potential to impact regional emissions, such as 
increased automobile or rail capacity according to federal air quality conformity regulations.  

Transportation projects listed in the MTIP include transit, highway, local roadway, bicycle and pedestrian 
investments, planning activities and transportation facility improvements. All projects included in the MTIP 
must be consistent with the MTP/SCS, but the MTIP does not contain every project listed in MTP/SCS.  

The MTIP must be financially constrained by year, meaning that the amount of money allocated and 
committed to the programmed projects  must actually be available for use. The MTIP and any future 
amendments must include a financial plan that demonstrates enough funds exist to implement programmed 
projects. The Sacramento region is designated as a “nonattainment area” for ozone and carbon monoxide 
under the Federal Clean Air Act, accordingly, adoption of the MTIP must include  an evaluation and 
determination of Air Quality Conformity, in accordance with the air quality goals set in the Clear Air Act. 
Similarly, as the MTIP is amended, SACOG must periodically evaluate conformity.  

SACOG prepares and adopts the MTIP every two years. Between adoptions, the MTIP is periodically revised 
through administrative modifications or amendments to maintain up-to-date project information. 

The current MTIP can be found on SACOG’s website: https://www.sacog.org/metropolitan-transportation-
improvement-program.  

Requirements for the MTIP 
State and federal requirement for public engagement 

A. One-stop information hub for the current MTIP plan on SACOG’s website (www.sacog.org) in order
to provide a transparent process for the public and timely notice.

B. Employ visualization techniques to communicate information on the TIP.
C. Consider and respond to public comments formally submitted during the comment period.
D. If the final MTIP is significantly different then the draft, provide additional opportunity for the public

to review.
E. Interagency consultation and coordination with federal, state, and local agencies.
F. Evaluate the effectiveness of the outreach plan.
G. Summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of comments in the final MTIP.
H. Due consideration of other related planning activities within the metropolitan area.
I. Meaningful involvement of tribal governments. Specific guidance on this provided in the prior 

Tribal Governments section.  
J. To the extent practicable, develop a documented process(es) that outlines roles, responsibilities,

and key decision points for consulting with other governments and agencies.
K. Make the final MTIP accessible.

https://www.sacog.org/metropolitan-transportation-improvement-program
https://www.sacog.org/metropolitan-transportation-improvement-program
http://www.sacog.org/
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Public participation 

The MTIP is an administrative document that reflects transportation decisions developed by a city, county, 
Caltrans, or the federal government. The MTIP is a tool used to show the schedule, scope, and constrained 
funding of intended transportation improvements or continuations of current activities. Unlike the planned 
projects in the MTP/SCS, the projects in the MTIP have committed, or reasonably available funding and are 
expected to begin construction within a reasonable timeframe. The MTIP comes after significant planning and 
engagement has been done by local agencies and after the MTP/SCS. Projects that are included in the MTIP 
have been identified by local cities and counties that are the project leads and have followed their own public 
engagement processes. As such, this makes public participation for the MTIP different than in earlier stages of 
the long-range planning process or the transportation planning process. Residents are strongly encouraged to 
engage with their city or county transportation and land use planning efforts to affect the future of their 
communities and the transportation projects the jurisdiction chooses to implement. 

Getting involved at the project level 

The priorities of the MTP/SCS shape the guidelines for determining which projects the SACOG Board chooses 
to fund. These projects are then programmed in the MTIP. SACOG funds projects that support smart growth; 
air quality improvements; transportation demand management; bicycle and pedestrian improvements; transit 
operations, maintenance and expansion; and roadway rehabilitation, operations and expansion. Only public 
agencies may apply for these funds. The public is encouraged to contact their local city or county 
transportation department and participate in the prioritization of their projects. Cities and counties rely on their 
local plans, such as the General Plan, Transit Plans, and Active Transportation Plans, to decide which projects 
to prioritize for funding.  

Types of MTIP Actions 
SACOG adopts a new MTIP every two years and revises it periodically to keep projects current. An agency 
lead may only proceed with a federal phase of work once the MTIP lists its project correctly. Because of the 
fluctuating nature of transportation projects nearing implementation, the MTIP requires frequent updates and 
revisions.  

There are three processes for the various ways to change/update the MTIP: Adoption, Revisions (with an 
additional breakout of revision types), and Technical Corrections and Use of Expedited Project Selection 
Procedures.   

MTIP Adoption 

SACOG adopts a new MTIP every two years, per California law. Federal guidelines only require a new MTIP 
every four years. As part of the adoption, SACOG removes the two prior federal fiscal years and adds two 
additional years of funding. SACOG also reports projects that were completed from the prior MTIP. The MTIP is 
accompanied by either a new air quality conformity determination and analysis or a determination that relies 
on a previous analysis. 

Revisions 
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Federal regulations allow for two types of revisions to the MTIP: Administrative Modifications and 
Amendments. These revisions are broken down further in the table below.  

• Administrative Modification
Federal regulations describe this action as a minor revision to the MTIP and regulations do not require
it undergo public review. An Administrative Modification may take one or two weeks to process and
may include minor changes to the cost of a project or phase, project description, or changes to
funding sources of projects.

• Amendment
Regulations describe this action as a significant change to the MTIP. An Amendment is a revision that
involves a major change to a project included in an MTP/SCS or MTIP. An Amendment (often referred
to as a Formal Amendment) may take several months to process.

MTIP Revision Types: 

Types of 
Revisions 

Details 

Type 1: 
Administrative 
Modification - 
Minor Changes 

This type of revision includes minor changes to project cost, schedule, and project description. Full 
procedures are posted online at https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-
attachments/state_and_federal_amend_and_admin_mod_procedures_rev_121819final.pdf?1619200062 

Type 2/3: 
Amendment – 
Funding 
Changes and 
Exempt 
Projects 

This is an Amendment that makes a funding change that is greater than what is allowed as an 
Administrative Modification. The projects in a Type 2 revision do not change in design concept or scope 
and the conformity analysis years as assumed for the regional emissions analysis of the currently 
conforming MTP/SCS and MTIP remain unaltered. 

This amendment type also applies to changes that significant revise, add, or delete an exempt project 
listing or non-exempt, regionally significant project or project phases to/from the MTIP.  

Type 4: Formal 
Amendment – 
New 
Conformity 
Determination  

This is an Amendment that requires a conformity determination but relies on a previous regional 
emissions analysis. This type of amendment is used when adding a regionally significant project to the 
MTIP when the project itself has already been appropriately accounted for in the regional emissions 
analysis. 

Type 5: 
Technical 
Amendment – 
New 
Conformity 
Determination 
& New 
Regional 
Emissions 

This type of amendment requires a conformity determination and a new regional emissions analysis. 
This type of amendment is used when adding a non-exempt, regionally significant project that has not 
been accounted for in the regional emissions analysis. This type of amendment is also used when a 
non-exempt, regionally significant project makes a change to either the design concept or scope or 
conformity analysis completion year which is not consistent with the existing regional emissions analysis. 

https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/state_and_federal_amend_and_admin_mod_procedures_rev_121819final.pdf?1619200062
https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/state_and_federal_amend_and_admin_mod_procedures_rev_121819final.pdf?1619200062
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Analysis 

Technical Corrections and Use of Expedited Project Selection Procedures 

No public review is necessary for edits to parts of the MTIP that are shown for informational purposes only or 
for fixing obvious typographical errors. Similarly, no public review is necessary for SACOG to use agreed-upon 
Expedited Project Selection Procedures (EPSP). EPSP is used to advance projects from later years of the MTIP 
and delay the implementation of other projects from earlier years. These changes occur without modification 
or amendment, based on agreements between SACOG, Caltrans, local transit operators, and local 
transportation agencies. Even so, SACOG typically modifies or amends the MTIP at the end of the fiscal year to 
ensure that the MTIP reflects these advances and delays. 

Consistency with the MTP/SCS 

To maintain federally required consistency between the MTIP and the MTP/SCS, periodic MTP/SCS 
amendments are processed with MTIP amendments. When this occurs, the MTP/SCS amendment happens in 
a manner concurrent and consistent with the MTIP amendment action. If the Draft MTIP or MTIP Amendment 
and associated Conformity Analysis differ significantly from the circulated draft documents and/or raise new 
material issues, then the public review and comment period will be extended by five days. 

Satisfaction of Federal Transit Administration Program of Projects Requirements 

 The agencies listed below rely on the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) to satisfy the 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requirement that agencies publish a Program of Projects (POP) listing. In 
addition, the Public Participation Plan (PPP) satisfies the public participation required by the POP.  

Notices 

The following language is published in public notices for the MTIP adoption and subsequent amendments: 
"This public hearing process is being used to meet the public participation requirements for the Federal Transit 
Administration's Program of Projects."  

Agencies* 

The following agencies rely on the MTIP and PPP to satisfy POP listing and public participation requirements: 
SACOG, Paratransit, Inc., Folsom Stage Line, Yolo County Transportation District, YubaSutter Transit, Roseville 
Transit, El Dorado Transit, South County Transit/Link, Unitrans, e-tran, Placer County Transit, Auburn Transit, 
Lincoln Transit, Davis Community Transit, Placer County CTSA.  

* Sacramento Regional Transit District (RT) advertises its program of projects through the adoption of its Capital
Improvement Program (CIP), which is then posted on its website. RT also lists expected funding, federal and
other, for the year in the capital and operating budgets through the annual budget process. Both are then
posted on its website as well. RT does, however, also rely on SACOG's PPP to provide the public participation
aspect in addition to its own for maximum coverage and satisfaction of FTA requirements.
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Overall Work Program 
The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act calls for the development of the Overall Work 
Program (OWP) and Budget by the federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). As such, 
SACOG’s OWP describes the continuing, comprehensive, and coordinated metropolitan planning process for 
the six-county Sacramento region. The Budget/OWP includes annual agency revenues and expenditures, and 
is used by Caltrans, federal agencies, and others to track activities of SACOG, Caltrans, the El Dorado County 
Transportation Commission (EDCTC), and the Placer County Transportation Planning Agency (PCTPA). 
SACOG’s Budget/OWP also includes funds programmed for Board & Advocacy, Capital Assets, locally funded 
projects with costs ineligible to be charged to grant programs that are not included in the OWP.  

SACOG manages two primary budgets. The first and largest budget is SACOG’s Operations Budget that covers 
the OWP activities. The Budget/OWP is mainly funded through a combination of formula-based federal and 
state revenue sources, supplemented by short term specific discretionary and non-discretionary grants and 
contract funds. The second budget, the Board and Advocacy Budget, includes a portion of technical 
assistance SACOG provides to its members, the agency’s state and federal advocacy efforts, as well as board 
costs such as per diem and mileage expenses. The Board and Advocacy Budget is primarily funded by annual 
dues payments from SACOG member cities and counties.  

The OWP serves as the primary reference for SACOG’s budget and work activities for the upcoming fiscal year 
(beginning July 1) and as a grant agreement between SACOG and Caltrans for certain formula state and 
federal funds that support our ongoing operations, planning, and programming activities. The OWP work plan 
activities for each year align and support SACOG’s strategic goals and ensure that SACOG’s planned activities 
are consistent with the amount and purpose of funding sources supporting the work program.  

SACOG releases the draft Budget/OWP for public review and comment every year. Staff will provide a 
summary of any changes resulting from comments received from Caltrans, federal agencies, and other 
partners’ preliminary review, along with any other comments received during the public review period with the 
draft final version of the Budget/OWP. To receive notification of the draft Budget/OWP sign up for Policy & 
Innovation Committee notifications at  https://www.sacog.org/pod/sign-notifications.    

Outreach Requirements 

Draft Budget and OWP 

• Submit the administrative draft OWP to Caltrans, FTA, and FHWA by March 1. In general, the
administrative draft is reviewed by the Board of Directors prior to submittal to Caltrans, FTA, and
FHWA; however prior board approval is not required.

• The draft budget/OWP shall be reviewed by the board and released for public comment for 30 days
during March/April.

o The public comment period will be noticed through agenda notifications when the draft
budget/OWP is taken to committees and the board.

o The public comment period will be noticed on the SACOG website at www.sacog.org.

Final Proposed Budget & OWP 

Once Caltrans, FTA, and FHWA have provided review comments, and the public comment has been received, 
appropriate revisions are made to the proposed budget and the revised budget proposal is reviewed and 

https://www.sacog.org/pod/sign-notifications
http://www.sacog.org/
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adopted by the SACOG board, then sent along for FHWA approval. The final proposed budget and OWP is 
finalized no later than June 30. The final Approved Budget and & OWP is then submitted to Caltrans for 
approval by Caltrans, FTA, and FHWA.  

• The public will be notified of the final budget/OWP through a website notification posting and through
our typical agenda notification channels when the final draft goes to our committees and board.

Response to Public Input 

SACOG will take public comments and address them either individually or consolidated, depending on the 
volume of comments received. A summary of comments and how they were addressed will be included with 
the final budget and OWP.  



Type 1: Administrative Modification Minor 

Changes

Type 2/3: Amendment ‐ Funding changes and 

Exempt Projects 

SUMMARY  Changes consistent with Caltrans’ administrative 

amendment procedures

Allowed as a Minor Change e.g. funding changes 

greater than allowed per Caltrans’ administrative 

procedures

PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

REVIEW TIME

Not applicable  7 days

DOCUMENT LOCATION 

FOR PUBLIC REVIEW

Posted on www.sacog.org 

Hardcopy available upon request

Posted on www.sacog.org 

Hardcopy available upon request

SACOG COMMITTEE 

CIRCULATION

Not applicable  RPP Notified TC Notified

PUBLIC HEARING Not applicable  Not applicable 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC 

HEARING

Not applicable  Not applicable 

MEDIA NOTIFICATION OF 

HEARING

Not applicable  Not applicable 

LOCATION OF HEARING Not applicable  Not applicable 

APPROVAL AUTHORITY Manager Board (follow by Clatrans & US DOT)

NEW MTIP CONFORMITY 

DETERMINATION

No No

NEW REGIONAL 

EMISSIONS ANALYSIS?

No No

Signed letter to Caltrans with all applicable 

statements related to the deliverables below. 

Signed letter to Caltrans/FHWA with all applicable 

statements related to the deliverables below. 

1. Provide documentation showing the changes

to project listings before and after the

amendment.

1. Provide documentation showing the changes to

project listings before and after the amendment.

2. Analyze financial data to determine constraint.

3. Document public involvement process.

4. Show consistency with MTP.

5. For funding changes, a statement that the

change does not impact scope or conformity

analysis of a non‐exempt, regionally significant

project.

Public Involvement & Review Requirements for the MTIP

6. For adding exempt projects, circulation of the

document through interagency consultation

process with state and federal partners to

determine the project is exempt from conformity

determination and/or regional emissions analysis.

STAFF PROCEDURES FOR 

DOCUMENTATION

SACOG will follow all applicable Administrative 

Modification procedures as approved by 

Caltrans and FHWA. 

Appendix A: MTIP Public Involvement & Review Requirements 
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Public Involvement & Review Requirements for the MTIP

Type 4: Formal Amendment Conformity Determinations and Relies on a Previous Regional 

Emissions Analysis 

SUMMARY  Adding a regionally significant project to the MTIP when it has already been appropriately 

accounted for in the regional emissions analysis

PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

REVIEW TIME

7 days

DOCUMENT LOCATION 

FOR PUBLIC REVIEW

Posted on www.sacog.org 

Hardcopy available upon request

SACOG COMMITTEE 

CIRCULATION

RPP Consensus SACOG Committee SACOG Board

PUBLIC HEARING Yes

NOTICE OF PUBLIC 

HEARING

SACOG Website

MEDIA NOTIFICATION OF 

HEARING

MTIP Stakeholder list 

LOCATION OF HEARING TC or Board

APPROVAL AUTHORITY Board (follow by Clatrans & US DOT)

NEW MTIP CONFORMITY 

DETERMINATION

Yes

NEW REGIONAL 

EMISSIONS ANALYSIS?

No

Type 4: Formal Amendment Conformity Determinations and Relies on a Previous Regional 

Emissions Analysis 

STAFF PROCEDURES FOR 

DOCUMENTATION

Signed letter to Caltrans/FHWA with all applicable statements related to the deliverables 

below. 

1. Provide documentation showing the changes to project listings before and after the

amendment.

2. Analyze financial data to determine constraint.

3. Document public involvement process.

4. Show consistency with MTP.

5. Include MPO conformity determination (resolution) stating that the conformity

determination was based on a previous regional emissions analysis.

6. Include summary of emissions budget test or interim emissions test from currently

conforming MTP/SCS and MTIP.

7. If the formal amendment includes type 2 or 3 changes, include applicable deliverables.

2 7 



Public Involvement & Review Requirements for the MTIP

Type 5: Formal Amendment Conformity Determinations and New Regional Emissions 

Analysis 

SUMMARY  Emissions Analysis e.g. add non‐exempt, regionally significant project that has not been 

accounted for in the regional emissions analysis e.g. change in nonexempt, regionally 

significant project that is not consistent with the design concept and scope or the conformity 

analysis years

PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

REVIEW TIME

30 days

DOCUMENT LOCATION 

FOR PUBLIC REVIEW

Posted on www.sacog.org 

Hardcopy available upon request

SACOG COMMITTEE 

CIRCULATION

RPP Consensus SACOG Committee SACOG Board

PUBLIC HEARING Yes

NOTICE OF PUBLIC 

HEARING

SACOG Website

MEDIA NOTIFICATION OF 

HEARING

MTIP Stakeholder list 

LOCATION OF HEARING TC or Board

APPROVAL AUTHORITY Board (follow by Clatrans & US DOT)

NEW MTIP CONFORMITY 

DETERMINATION

Yes

NEW REGIONAL 

EMISSIONS ANALYSIS?

Yes

Type 5: Formal Amendment Conformity Determinations

and New Regional Emissions Analysis 

STAFF PROCEDURES FOR 

DOCUMENTATION

Signed letter to Caltrans/FHWA with all applicable statements related to the deliverables 

below. 

1. Provide documentation showing the changes to project listings before and after the

amendment.

2. Analyze financial data to determine constraint.

3. Document public involvement process.

4. Show consistency with MTP.

5. Include MPO conformity determination (resolution) and follow standard documentation

procedures for conformity determination.

6. Execute and document the new regional emissions analysis.

7. If the formal amendment includes type 2, 3 or 4 changes, include applicable deliverables.

2 8 
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Date Comment Response

7/9/2021 #1 Verbal comments from FHWA
Made chages in the document

7/13/2021 #2

1. Please include the addition of public transportation services to the 
Sacramento County housing development named “Independence at 
Mather” & consisting of well over 1000 homes.

2. Please add dog parks for small & large fogs at the “Veteran’s Park” on 
Excelsior in the “Independence at Mather” community.
3. Please add widening the almost non-existent bike lanes on both sides 
of Douglas Blvd. between Mather Field Rd. & Sunrise Blvd.

Communication with 
commentor - these concerns 
cannot be addressed in the 
PPP. 

7/14/2021 #3

Thank you for your consideration of the following suggestions and 
comments on the “Native American & Indian Tribal Governments” 
section. 
•1. Suggested edit: Native American Indian governments are 
considered domestic sovereign nations. 
•2. To better inform this section, review existing resources of the 
Governor’s Office of the Tribal Advisor, including list of non-federally 
recognized tribes in the SACOG region. List these tribes in addition to 
the federally recognized tribes. It looks like there was intention to list 
them, but that part of the paragraph simply ends. 
•3. If there is not one developed already, SACOG should develop a 
tribal consultation policy with input from tribes in the region. Example 
tribal consultation policies developed by state agencies are posted on 
the Office of the Tribal Advisor’s website (link). 
•4. Clarify the legislative requirements that inform how SACOG must 
conduct tribal engagement and consultation. Right now the paragraph 
just has a bullet list, without context. 
•5. “Expert guidance [from who?] should be sought in developing 
relationships…” Will SACOG work with relevant Caltrans Tribal Liaisons 
where appropriate? Who will provide this expert guidance? 

1. Edit complete 
2. Staff reviewed list and 
added additional tribes 
3. This needs additional 
consultation and work with 
our region's tribes, staff will 
work to research policies and 
consider the options
4. Added steps for AB 52
5. Added language on 
potential appropriate staff 



Date Comment Response

#3 
Cont.

•6. Expand the recommended strategies list based on best practices 
already out there o Identity how SACOG will ensure contact information 
is current – for example, the list maintained by the Native American 
Heritage Commission (NAHC) is the most up to date list for state agency 
consultation. Is that what you will consult? Or reach out directly to each 
tribe? 
o7.Be specific about what “timely and adequate public notices” means 
– how many days? Review other consultation policies for example 
language. How many times will SACOG reach out? Sending one letter by 
mail is not enough. 
o8. “Actively seek tribal government input on SACOG projects and 
programs through direct contact” with who? Tribal government 
leadership/chairpersons? Tribal staff in relevant areas such as 
transportation, ecosystem planning, etc.? 
o9.Be specific about the types of opportunities SACOG is prepared to 
provide tribes in the planning process. Affirm that SACOG will respond 
to tribes’ requests for consultation, if received. Will there be tribal 
workshops separate from general public workshops? 
o10.If there is not enough time to develop a consultation policy, include 
best practices for the AB 52 process (see resource link), particularly 
regarding the respect of tribal confidentiality. Confidentiality, where 
applicable, is a critical element of respecting sovereign tribal nations. 
Links: https://tribalaffairs.ca.gov/ http://nahc.ca.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2015/04/AB52TribalConsultationRequirementsAndBe
stPractices_Revised_3_9_16.pdf

6. Added language 
referenceing state resources 
to ensure up to date contacts
7. Added language that staff 
will coordinate with local 
agencies and tribal 
governments specific to the 
project/programs at hand
8. Added specific potential 
staff
9. The PPP outlines strategies 
that will be taylored to specifc 
projects and programs - 
SACOG will use the PPP to 
create specific engagement 
opportunities for tribes based 
on the project, when 
appropriate. Per AB 52, SACOG 
will repsond to tribe requests 
for consultation
10. Included AB 52 
requirements 

9/1/2021 #4
Found 1 typo on pg. 21, 1st sentence under Native American & Indian 
Tribal Governments: "SACOG acknowledges that tribes are unique and 
separate governments within the United State(s) and as such..."

Edited. 
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Approve Amendment #2 to the Budget and Overall Work Program for Fiscal Year 2021-2022 

Action
Prepared by:  Loretta Su Approved by:  Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  Yes Referring Committee: Not Applicable

1. Issue:
Approval of Amendment #2 to the Budget and Overall Work Program (Budget/OWP) for Fiscal Year 2021-
2022.

2. Recommendation:
That the Policy & Innovation Committee recommend that the board approve Amendment #2 to the 
Budget/OWP for Fiscal Year 2021-2022 and authorize submittal to Caltrans and federal funding agencies.

3. Background/Analysis:
SACOG’s OWP describes the continuing, comprehensive, and coordinated metropolitan planning process for 
the six-county Sacramento region. The Budget/OWP includes annual agency revenues and expenditures, and 
is used by Caltrans, federal agencies, and others to track activities of SACOG, Caltrans, the El Dorado County 
Transportation Commission (EDCTC), and the Placer County Transportation Planning Agency (PCTPA). SACOG’s 
Operating Budget includes funds programmed for Board & Advocacy, Capital Assets, and locally funded 
projects and costs ineligible to be charged to grant programs that are not included in the OWP. The Board of 
Directors adopted the Budget/OWP for Fiscal Year 2021-2022 on May 20, 2021. Amendments to the 
Budget/OWP are typical throughout the year to modify projects, add new projects or revenues, change 
project descriptions, or adjust staff and expenditures between OWP work elements and/or operating 
activities. 

4. Discussion/Analysis:
SACOG’s Operations Budget

The Amendment #2 to the Budget/OWP for Fiscal Year 2021-2022 reflected an increase of revenues and 
expenditures by $525,833 or 1.9% due mainly to the following adjustments/changes: 

• Increased in various federal formula funds carryover amount of $168,834
• Increased in REAP carryover amount of $373,000
• Increased in PCTPA RPA fund of $39,275 and various multi-year grants of $109,868
• Increased in other local funds of $90,425
• Decreased in Transportation Development Act carryover amount of $240,000
• Adjusted the Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP) and Fringe Benefit Rate to reflect the rate submitted 

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021

Agenda Item No. 5
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to the federal cognizant agency (FTA).
• Reallocated staff hours between projects to reflect actual workload and anticipated employee 

utilization

Attachment A shows the changes in overall revenue by funding source. 

Attachments B, C, D, & E provide a summary of revenues and expenditures included in the FY 2021-2022 
Budget/OWP Amendment #2.

Attachment F is SACOG’s indirect costs included as part of the FY2021-2022 Budget/OWP. Staff submitted the 
fringe and indirect rates for FTA’s review and approval.

Attachment G is the OWP Work Element Details to reflect changes from Amendment #2 as stated above and 
it is available to view or download on SACOG’s website by clicking this link: FY2021-2022 OWP_Amend#2

Board and Advocacy Budget

The Board of Directors and Advocacy Amendment #2 reflected an increase of $15,569 or 1.6 percent due to 
adjustment of interest income. 

The Board and Advocacy budget is separate from the Budget/OWP because it funds activities cannot be 
funded with state and federal funds, including state and federal advocacy, board per diem and other 
expenses. It also funds partnerships and technical assistance to member jurisdictions beyond what is possible 
in the main budget either due to eligibility or budget constraints. Attachment H is the Amendment #2 to the 
Board and Advocacy Budget for FY2021-2022.

Attachment I & J are separate resolutions approving the Operations Budget and the Board and Advocacy 
budget. 

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
The SACOG Operations Budget/OWP for FY 2021-2022 totals $28,487,746. This includes $23,359,333 in staff, 
consultant, capital, indirect, and pass-through expenditures, and $5,128,413 in deferred costs that will be 
captured in a future fiscal year. These costs are covered by $27,005,906 in revenues from federal, state, local 
sources, use of $900,000 Managed Fund and use of $55,857 restricted and $525,983 unassigned fund 
balance.

The Board and Advocacy Budget for FY 2021-2022 includes $965,510 in staff, board expenses, advocacy, and 
partnerships costs. These costs are covered by $879,941 in member dues, local sources of $35,569 and use of 
$50,000 in Board and Advocacy reserve fund.

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:
N/A

https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/attachment_h_-_sacog_fy_2021-22_owp_amend2.pdf


ATTACHMENT A

Funding Source
FY2021-2022

ADOPTED 
BUDGET

FY2021-2022
AMEND #1

FY2021-2022
AMEND #2

CHANGE
(AMEND #1 vs. 

AMEND #2
% Ref

Federal Funding Sources 10,121,168$          10,621,168$          10,790,002$          168,834$           1.6%
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Metropolitan Planning (PL) 3,152,397                 3,152,397                 3,194,478                 42,081                  1.3% 1
Federal Transit Administration  (FTA) Section 5303 1,200,554                 1,200,554                 1,172,040                 (28,514)                 -2.4% 1
Federal Transit Administration (Section 5304) 228,836                    228,836                    264,438                    35,602                  15.6% 1
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Section 5307 434,988                    434,988                    517,492                    82,504                  19.0% 1
FHWA State Planning & Research Funds (SP&R) 27,810                      527,810                    559,971                    32,161                  6.1% 1
Federal Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) 1,242,643                 1,242,643                 1,242,643                 -                        0.0%

Federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 3,433,940                 3,433,940                 3,433,940                 -                        0.0%
Federal Highway Infrastructure Programs - Coronavirus Response and Relief
Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2021 (HIP-CRRSAA) 400,000                    400,000                    405,000                    5,000                    100.0% 2

State Funding Sources 7,310,824              7,310,824              7,742,419              431,595             5.9%
Planning, Programming, Monitoring 727,000                    727,000                    725,000                    (2,000)                   -0.3% 2
SB1 Sustainable Communities (RMRA) 874,991                    874,991                    878,997                    4,006                    0.5% 1
Regional Early Action Planning Funds (REAP) 4,895,443                 4,895,443                 5,268,544                 373,101                7.6% 1
State Highway Account (SHA) - Sustainable Communities 62,540                      62,540                      44,914                      (17,626)                 -28.2% 1
Placer County Transportation Planning Agency (PCTPA) RPA 392,754                    392,754                    432,029                    39,275                  10.0% 2
Department of Conservation 171,900                    171,900                    194,421                    22,521                  13.1% 1
Transit and Interagency Capital Program (TIRCP) 186,196                    186,196                    198,514                    12,318                  6.6% 1
Local Funding Sources 5,258,154              5,258,154              5,175,887              (82,267)              -1.6%
Transportation Development Act - Planning & Administration 4,375,226                 4,375,226                 4,135,226                 (240,000)               -5.5% 1
Sacramento Metro Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) 90,838                      90,838                      181,386                    90,548                  99.7% 1
El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC) LTF 113,601                    113,601                    113,601                    -                        0.0%

Other Local Revenues (grants, etc.) 678,489                    678,489                    745,674                    67,185                  9.9% 1
Services to Others 3,096,177              3,096,177              3,088,099              (8,078)                -0.3%
DMV Fees (SAFE) 3,038,584                 3,038,584                 3,044,584                 6,000                    0.2% 1
Glenn County SAFE 17,593                      17,593                      17,593                      -                        0.0%

Sacramento County (ALUC) 40,000                      40,000                      25,922                      (14,078)                 -35.2% 1
In-Kind Funds from Others 5,250                     81,250                   97,000                   15,750               19.4%
In-Kind from Others 5,250                        81,250                      97,000                      15,750                  19.4% 1

Board of Directors and Advocacy 949,941                 949,941                 965,510                 15,569               1.6%

Member Dues 879,941                    879,941                    879,941                    -                        0.0%

Use of B&A Reserve Fund Balance 50,000                      50,000                      50,000                      -                        0.0%

Interest Income 20,000                      20,000                      35,569                      15,569                  77.8% 1
Use of Fund Balance/other Local Activities 1,594,340              1,594,340              1,594,340              (0)                       0.0%
Use of SACOG Managed Fund Committed to Projects 900,000                    900,000                    900,000                    -                        0.0%

Local TDA 62,500                      62,500                      62,500                      -                        0.0%

Use of SACOG Reserve Fund Balance 581,840                    581,840                    581,840                    (0)                          0.0%
Use of SACOG Undesignated Fund Balance for Capital Equipment 50,000                      50,000                      50,000                      -                        0.0%
TOTAL OWP REVENUES 28,335,854$          28,911,854$          29,453,256$          541,402$           1.9%

Reference #:
1 - Actual carryover amount from different funding sources.
2 - Actual award amount from different funding sources.

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET AND OWP - AMENDMENT #2

SUMMARY OF REVENUE CHANGES BY FUNDING SOURCE



ATTACHMENT B

REVENUES:

Overall Work Program:
Federal 10,790,002$  
State 7,742,419      
Local (Includes use of TDA Reserve Fund) 5,175,887      
Services to Others 3,088,099      
In-Kind & Matching Funds from Others 97,000           
Use of SACOG Managed Fund Committed to Projects 900,000         
Use of SACOG Reserve Fund Balance1 581,840         
Subtotal - OWP Revenues 28,375,246    

Board of Directors and Advocacy 
Member Dues 879,941         
Use of B&A Reserve Fund Balance 50,000           
Interest Income 35,569           
Subtotal - Board and Advocacy Revenues 965,510         

Local Activities
Local (TDA) 62,500           
Subtotal - Local Activities Revenues 62,500           

Capital Assets
Capital Equipment Reserve 50,000           
Subtotal - Capital Asset Revenues 50,000           

TOTAL REVENUES 29,453,256    

EXPENDITURES:2

Overall Work Program:
  Direct Labor 3,709,583      
  Fringe Costs 5,277,969      
  Direct Consulting Costs 3,693,432      
  Direct Pass - through to Other Agencies 4,615,891      
  Direct Pass - through SACOG Managed Fund Project Expeditures 900,000         
  Direct Other Costs (Printing, meetings, etc) 1,514,725      
  Indirect Costs (allocated amount) 3,535,232      
  Indirect Costs distributed carry forward from FY 2019-20 (261,215)        
Total OWP Expenditures 22,985,618    

Board of Directors and Advocacy Costs
  Direct Labor 134,049         
  Fringe Costs 194,049         
  Indirect Costs 127,749         
  Other (Non-Staff Costs) 509,663         
Total Board of Directors and Advocacy Costs 965,510         

Other Local Costs 62,500           

Capital Asset Costs 50,000           

TOTAL FY 2020-21 EXPENDITURE BUDGET 24,063,628    

Deferred Costs3 5,128,413      

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 29,192,041$  

Subtotal - Total Revenues Less Total Expenditures 261,215$       

2 Some costs will carryforward into future years. Future costs are offset by revenues.

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET AND OWP - AMENDMENT #2

SUMMARY OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

3Accounts for grant/partnership funding available in the current fiscal year, but expenditures are not expected until a 
future year. This includes: Transportation Demand Management $632,186, Regional Bike Share Pilot Project 
$219,143, Connect Card Operations $29,005, and Regional Early Action Program (REAP) $3,803,785, Transit Assit 
Management Plan $100,000, Remix Project $100,000, Leveraging Road Pricing $228,403, and Sacramento Regional 
Emergency Preparedness Plan $15,891)

1 Includes use of reserve fund balance of $525,983.00 to cover budget shortfall and Paratransit Reserve $55,857.

Page 2 of 6



ATTACHMENT C

Percentage
of Total

Federal Funding: 10,790,002$       38%
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Metropolitan Planning (PL) $3,194,478
Federal Transit Administration  (FTA) Section 5303 1,172,040        
Federal Transit Administration (Section 5304) 264,438           
Federal Transit Administration (Section 5307) 517,492           
FHWA State Planning & Research Funds (SP&R) 559,971           
Federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 3,433,940        
Federal Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) 1,242,643        
Federal Highway Infrastructure Programs - Coronavirus Response and Relief
Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2021 (HIP-CRRSAA)

405,000           

State of California Funding: 7,742,419           27%
State Planning, Programming, Monitoring 725,000           
SB1 Sustainable Communities (RMRA) 878,997           
Regional Early Action Planning Funds 5,268,544        
State Highway Account Grant (SHA) - Sustainable Communities 44,914             
Placer County Transportation Planning Agency (PCTPA) RPA 432,029           
Department of Conservation 194,421           
State Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) 198,514           

Local Funds: 5,175,887           18%
Transportation Development Act - Planning & Administration 4,135,226        
Sacramento Metro Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) 181,386           
El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC) LTF 113,601           
Other Local Revenues (grants, etc.) 745,674           

Services to Others: 3,088,099           11%
DMV Fees 3,044,584        
Glenn County SAFE 17,593             
Sacramento County (ALUC) 25,922             

In-Kind Funds from Others: 97,000                0%
Remaining in-kind 97,000             

 Total Current Year Funds 26,893,406         95%

Use of SACOG Managed Fund Committed to Projects 900,000              3%
Use of SACOG Reserve Fund Balance 581,840              2%

 Total Use of Fund Balance 1,481,840           5%

Total OWP Revenues 28,375,246$       100%

SUMMARY OF  OVERALL WORK PROGRAM (OWP) REVENUE SOURCES

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET AND OWP - AMENDMENT #2
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SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS ATTACHMENT D
FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET AND OWP - AMENDMENT #2
OVERALL WORK PROGRAM - PROJECT REVENUES DETAIL

Project 
Code Project Name Toll Credits1,2  FHWA PL  FHWA PL 

Carryover  FTA 5303  FTA 5303 
Carryover  FTA 5304  FTA 5307 

 FHWA State 
Planning & 
Research 

Funds (SP&R) 
Carryover 

 FHWA State 
Planning & 

Research Funds 
(SP&R)  

 SB1 
Sustainable 

Communities 
(RMRA) 

 SB1 
Sustainable 

Communities 
(RMRA) 

Carryover 

 State 
Highway 
Account 

(SHA) - SC 
Carryover 

 Total 
Revenues 

SAC100 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT -$               -$               -$             -$              -$             -$            -$             -$                -$                   -$                -$                   -$             950,474$        c, m 950,474$        
SAC101 EDUCATION AND OUTREACH 57,573           501,948          -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               -                  501,948          
SAC102 EDUCATION AND OUTREACH (LOCAL) -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               113,479          c, i 113,479          
SAC104 SACOG CIVIC LAB IMPLEMENTATION -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               244,968          c 244,968          
SAC105 OVERALL WORK PROGRAM 3,034             26,453            -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               -                  26,453            
SAC106 LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS 42,464           -                 -               362,299        21,486         -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               35,000            c 418,785          
SAC107 MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT 96,852           844,397          -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               183,601          c, g 1,027,999       
SAC108 MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT - PCTPA -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               161,248          j 161,248          
SAC109 PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE PLANNING 14,206           123,854          -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               -                  123,854          
SAC110 ROAD, HIGHWAY, BRIDGE MAJOR INVESTMENT STUDIES 4,598             40,089            -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               -                  40,089            
SAC113 REGIONAL AIR QUALITY (AND CLIMATE) PLANNING 38,573           -                 -               336,294        -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               -                  336,294          
SAC114 PROGRAMMING, PROJECT DELIVERY, AND THE MTIP 27,831           -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               967,643          b, k 967,643          
SAC116 TRANSIT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND PROGRAMMING -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               473,578          c 473,578          
SAC117 TRANSIT ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN -                 -                 -               -                -               -              200,000       -                  -                     -                  -                     -               24,602            c 224,602          
SAC118 DATA DEVELOPMENT, MONITORING, AND SUPPORT 155,755         1,194,852       163,081       -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               25,000            c 1,382,933       
SAC119 DATA DEVELOPMENT, MONITORING, AND SUPPORT - PCTPA -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               149,735          j 149,735          
SAC120 REGIONAL HOUSING NEEDS PLANNING -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     245,000          -                     -               31,742            c 276,742          
SAC122 AIRPORT LAND USE COMMISSION - GENERAL -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               25,110            c 25,110            
SAC123 ALUCP/MATHER AIRPORT -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               25,922            i 25,922            
SAC125 BLUEPRINT AND MTP/SCS IMPLEMENTATION 9,081             -                 -               79,173          -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               474,855          c, q 554,028          
SAC126 MTP/SCS UPDATE 27,064           235,953          -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     530,411          -                     -               78,720            c 845,084          
SAC127 MTP/SCS UPDATE - PCTPA -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               79,396            j 79,396            
SAC129 PERFORMANCE-BASED PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING 42,759           -                 -               372,789        -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               -                  372,789          
SAC130 PERFORMANCE-BASED PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING -PCTPA -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               41,650            j 41,650            
SAC132 TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT ACT ADMINISTRATION -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               959,594          c 959,594          
SAC133 TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT 412,702         -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               3,598,101       a, b, n 3,598,101       
SAC135 SHARED SERVICES -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               315,691          c, i 315,691          
SAC139 RACE, EQUITY & INCLUSION INITIATIVE 7,324             63,852            -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               728,171          c, m 792,023          

Total - Core and Long-Range 939,817         3,031,397       163,081       1,150,554     21,486         -              200,000       -                  -                     775,411          -                     -               9,688,281       15,030,210     
SAF201 DATA ACCESS LICENSE -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               159,014          n 159,014          
SAC205 TIP FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY IN YUBA-SUTTER REGION -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               59,971            -                     -                  -                     -               38,514            c, h 98,485            
SAC207 REGIONAL TRANSIT OPTIMIZATION AND PRIORITIZATION PLAN -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               30,382            c 30,382            
SAC208 REMIX PROJECT -                 -                 -               -                -               -              280,000       -                  -                     -                  -                     -               13,486            c 293,486          
SAC209 SAC REGION PARKS AND TRAILS STRATEGIC DEV PLAN -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     44,914         192,679          c 237,593          
SAC221 BUILD-OUT INVENTORY DATA COLLECTION -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  103,586             -               66,168            c 169,754          
SAC222 SACRAMENTO REGIONAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN -                 -                 -               -                -               264,438      -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               34,410            c 298,848          
SAC223 COORDINATED RURAL OPPORTUNITIES PLAN (CROP) GRANT -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               298,132          f 298,132          
SAC224 DOWNTOWN TRANSIT SACRAMENTO SERVICE INTEGRATION -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               274,387          p 274,387          
SAC226 LEVERAGING ROAD PRICING AND SHARED USE MOBILITY -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  500,000             -                  -                     -               126,000          c,h 626,000          

Total - Discretionary and Partnership -                 -                 -               -                -               264,438      280,000       59,971            500,000             -                  103,586             44,914         1,233,172       2,486,081       
SAC213 REGIONAL BIKE SHARE PILOT PROJECT 95,871           -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               1,017,225       a, d 1,017,225       
SAC214 DOWNTOWN RIVERFRONT STREETCAR PROJECT -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               10,000            i 10,000            
SAC215 CONNECT CARD IMPLEMENTATION -                 -                 -               -                -               -              37,492         -                  -                     -                  -                     -               65,566            i 103,057          
SAC216 CONNECT CARD OPERATIONS -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               50,000            e 50,000            

Total - Regional Projects 95,871           -                 -               -                -               -              37,492         -                  -                     -                  -                     -               1,142,791       1,180,282       
SAC217 REGIONAL EARLY ACTION PLANNING FUNDS (REAP) -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               5,268,544       l 5,268,544       
SAC220 PARATRANSIT AND SACRT 4-PARTY AGREEMENT -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               55,857            m 55,857            
SAC225 2022 IMAGERY COLLECTION -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               551,108          i 551,108          
SAC400 SACOG MANAGED FUND PROJECTS -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               900,000          o 900,000          

Total - Pass Through -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               6,775,509       6,775,509       
SAC501 SACOG SERVICE TO ITS PLANNING AND OPS -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               74,361            n 74,361            
SAC502 SACOG SERVICE TO 511/STARNET OPS -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               124,330          n 124,330          
SAF100 SERVICE AUTHORITY FOR FREEWAYS AND EXPRESSWAYS -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               1,807,514       n 1,807,514       
SAF200 GLENN COUNTY SAFE -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               17,593            n 17,593            
SAF400 511/STARNET OPERATIONS -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               485,000          n 485,000          
SAF450 TDM SAFE -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               394,366          n 394,366          

#3 - Total - Services to Other -                 -                 -               -                -               -              -               -                  -                     -                  -                     -               2,903,163       2,903,163       
 TOTAL ALL ELEMENTS 1,035,688$    3,031,397$     163,081$     1,150,554$   21,486$       264,438$    517,492$     59,971$          500,000$           775,411$        103,586$           44,914$       21,742,916$   28,375,246$   

NOTES:
1 - Toll credits provided by the State of California are being utilized as a match for federal FHWA PL and FTA 5303 funds. The FHWA PL and FTA 5303 amounts shown in the Budget Revenue Summary Sheet represent 100% of the total federal participation cost, therefore toll credits are not included in the total 
revenue amount.  Toll credit is reduced by $1,556.14 to match the amount in the adopted OWP and it is covered by local funds.

2 - Total toll credits includes as match for CMAQ $508,573 & $27,831 RSTP.

Other Revenues3

3 - Other Revenues:  a. Federal CMAQ | b. Federal RSTP | c. Local TDA | d. AQMD |  e. CONSORTIUM | f. DEPT OF CONSERVATION | g. EDCTC | h. IN-KIND | i. OTHER LOCAL | j. PCTPA | k. PPM | l. REAP | m. RESERVE | n. SAFE    | o. SMF | p. TIRCP | q. CRRSAA
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SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS ATTACHMENT E
FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET AND OWP - AMENDMENT #2
OVERALL WORK PROGRAM - PROJECT EXPENDITURE DETAIL 

Project 
Code Project Name  Total 

Expenditures 
 Salaries & 

Benefits 
 Indirect 
Services  Consultant Pass-Through  Other 

SAC100 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT  $              950,474  $              648,121 252,353$             -$                    $                    -   50,000$               
SAC101 EDUCATION AND OUTREACH                  501,948                  351,059 136,689               11,600                                       -                       2,600 
SAC102 EDUCATION AND OUTREACH (LOCAL)                  113,479                    72,320 28,159                 -                                             -                     13,000 
SAC104 SACOG CIVIC LAB IMPLEMENTATION                  244,968                  176,317 68,651                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC105 OVERALL WORK PROGRAM                    26,453                    19,039 7,413                   -                                             -                             -   
SAC106 LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS                  418,785                  265,424 112,490               35,000                                       -                       5,870 
SAC107 MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT               1,027,999                  599,618 238,381               140,000                                     -                     50,000 
SAC108 MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT - PCTPA                  161,248                  116,059 45,189                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC109 PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE PLANNING                  123,854                    89,144 34,709                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC110 ROAD, HIGHWAY, BRIDGE MAJOR INVESTMENT STUDIES                    40,089                    28,854 11,235                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC113 REGIONAL AIR QUALITY (AND CLIMATE) PLANNING                  336,294                  239,170 93,124                 -                                             -                       4,000 
SAC114 PROGRAMMING, PROJECT DELIVERY, AND THE MTIP                  967,643                  625,901 243,702               -                                             -                     98,040 
SAC116 TRANSIT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND PROGRAMMING                  473,578                  340,861 132,718               -                                             -                             -   
SAC117 TRANSIT ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN                  124,602                    49,636 19,326                 -                                             -                     55,640 
SAC118 DATA DEVELOPMENT, MONITORING, AND SUPPORT               1,382,933                  966,943 376,490               25,000                                       -                     14,500 
SAC119 DATA DEVELOPMENT, MONITORING, AND SUPPORT - PCTPA                  149,735                  107,773 41,963                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC120 REGIONAL HOUSING NEEDS PLANNING                  276,742                  199,187 77,556                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC122 AIRPORT LAND USE COMMISSION - GENERAL                    25,110                    14,474 5,636                   5,000                                         -                             -   
SAC123 ALUCP/MATHER AIRPORT                    25,922                            -   -                       15,922                                       -                     10,000 
SAC125 BLUEPRINT AND MTP/SCS IMPLEMENTATION                  554,028                  398,764 155,263               -                                             -                             -   
SAC126 MTP/SCS UPDATE                  845,084                  520,016 214,341               10,000                                       -                  100,728 
SAC127 MTP/SCS UPDATE - PCTPA                    79,396                    57,146 22,250                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC129 PERFORMANCE-BASED PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING                  372,789                  160,354 62,435                 150,000                                     -                             -   
SAC130 PERFORMANCE-BASED PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING -PCTPA                    41,650                    29,978 11,672                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC132 TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT ACT ADMINISTRATION                  959,594                  259,395 100,998               555,553                                     -                     43,649 
SAC133 TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT               2,965,915                  697,022 271,393               465,000                       1,500,000                   32,500 
SAC135 SHARED SERVICES                  315,691                  117,731 45,840                 -                                             -                  152,120 
SAC139 RACE, EQUITY & INCLUSION INITIATIVE                  792,023                  510,683 198,840               80,000                                       -                       2,500 

Total - Core and Long-Range            14,298,024               7,660,989             3,008,814           1,493,075           1,500,000                635,146 
SAF201 DATA ACCESS LICENSE                  159,014                  114,451 44,563                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC205 TIP FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY IN YUBA-SUTTER REGION                    98,485                    10,305 4,012                   63,167                                       -                     21,000 
SAC207 REGIONAL TRANSIT OPTIMIZATION AND PRIORITIZATION PLAN                    30,382                    21,867 8,514                   -                                             -                             -   
SAC208 REMIX PROJECT                  193,486                    24,102 9,384                   -                                             -                  160,000 
SAC209 SAC REGION PARKS AND TRAILS STRATEGIC DEV PLAN                  237,593                  171,009 66,584                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC221 BUILD-OUT INVENTORY DATA COLLECTION                  169,754                    20,348 7,923                   141,483                                     -                             -   
SAC222 SACRAMENTO REGIONAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN                  282,957                    38,116 14,841                 230,000                                     -                             -   
SAC223 COORDINATED RURAL OPPORTUNITIES PLAN (CROP) GRANT                  298,132                  210,881 82,109                 5,142                                         -                             -   
SAC224 DOWNTOWN TRANSIT SACRAMENTO SERVICE INTEGRATION                  274,387                    82,330 32,056                 160,000                                     -                             -   
SAC226 LEVERAGING ROAD PRICING AND SHARED USE MOBILITY                  397,597                    34,258 13,339                 300,000                                     -                     50,000 

Total - Discretionary and Partnership               2,141,787                  727,669                283,326              899,792                         -                  231,000 
SAC213 REGIONAL BIKE SHARE PILOT PROJECT                  798,081                  121,087 47,146                 175,000                          338,000                116,848 
SAC214 DOWNTOWN RIVERFRONT STREETCAR PROJECT                    10,000                            -   -                       -                                             -                     10,000 
SAC215 CONNECT CARD IMPLEMENTATION                  103,057                    26,985 10,507                 65,566                                       -                             -   
SAC216 CONNECT CARD OPERATIONS                    20,995                    15,112 5,884                   -                                             -                             -   

Total - Regional Projects                  932,134                  163,183                   63,537              240,566              338,000                126,848 
SAC217 REGIONAL EARLY ACTION PLANNING FUNDS (REAP)               1,464,759                    21,419 8,340                   75,000                         1,350,000                   10,000 
SAC220 PARATRANSIT AND SACRT 4-PARTY AGREEMENT                    55,857                    14,454 5,628                   -                                    35,775                           -   
SAC225 2022 IMAGERY COLLECTION                  551,108                    36,785 14,323                 500,000                                     -                             -   
SAC400 SACOG MANAGED FUND PROJECTS                  900,000                            -   -                       -                                  900,000                           -   

Total - Pass Through               2,971,724                    72,659                   28,291              575,000           2,285,775                   10,000 
SAF450 TDM SAFE                  394,366                            -   -                       -                                  394,366                           -   
SAC501 SACOG SERVICE TO ITS PLANNING AND OPS                    74,361                    53,521 20,839                 -                                             -                             -   
SAC502 SACOG SERVICE TO 511/STARNET OPS                  124,330                    82,357 41,973                 -                                             -                             -   
SAF100 SERVICE AUTHORITY FOR FREEWAYS AND EXPRESSWAYS               1,807,514                  227,173 88,452                 -                                  997,750                494,138 
SAF200 GLENN COUNTY SAFE                    17,593                            -   -                       -                                             -                     17,593 
SAF400 511/STARNET OPERATIONS                  485,000                            -   -                       485,000                                     -                             -   

#3 - Total - Services to Other               2,903,163                  363,052                151,264              485,000           1,392,116                511,731 
TOTAL ALL WORK ELEMENTS  $        23,246,833  $          8,987,552  $         3,535,232  $       3,693,432  $       5,515,891  $         1,514,725 
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ATTACHMENT F

Total Direct Salaries from OWP (includes BOA)  $         3,843,632 

Total Indirect Expenditures             3,401,744 
Carry Forward (+/-) from FY 2019-20                261,215 
Adjusted Indirect Total Costs1             3,662,959 

INDIRECT RATE - FY 2021-22
(Total Adjusted Indirect Costs ÷ Total Direct Salaries from 
OWP)

95.30%

EXPENDITURES: Amount

Building Cost                726,200 
Career Development Program                  75,000 
Computer Software & Maint                275,422 
Consultant                150,000 
Depreciation                100,000 
Insurance                105,000 
Legal Service                180,000 
Meeting and Membership                  40,000 
Office and Equipment                144,000 
Other                  39,500 
Staff Training                  10,000 
Indirect Staffing (Base Salary only)             1,556,622 
TOTAL  FOR  FY 2021-22  $         3,401,744 

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 
FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET AND OWP - AMENDMENT #2

INDIRECT COSTS

1This dollar amount includes the $261,215 carryover number from the cumulative FY 
2019-20 Indirect cost calculation, per FTA/Caltrans ICAP audit procedures. 
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ATTACHMENT H

REVENUE:

Membership Dues 879,941$        
Board and Advocacy reserve funds 50,000            
Other Funds (est. interest on general account) 35,569            

TOTAL REVENUES: 965,510          

EXPENDITURES:
Advocacy - State Lobbyist 120,900          
Advocacy - Federal Lobbyist 95,000            
Advocacy - Other (Legal, Printing, etc.) 42,763            
Advocacy - Meetings (cap to cap, asian chamber, advocacy meetings) 30,000            
Advocacy - Membership (T4, CALCOG, Chamber, NARC) 32,000            
Partnerships - Meetings 20,000            
Partnerships -  Regional Futures Forum 30,000            
Partnerships - Peer Region 20,000            
Partnerships - Room Reservations or Meeting software 3,000              
Partnerships - Consultants 25,000            
Partnerships - Team Materials / hard costs 1,000              
Board - Board Reimbursement 60,000            
Board - Meetings 30,000            
Labor, Benefits, and Overhead - Advocacy 58,749            

397,098          

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 965,510$        

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND ADVOCACY BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET AND OWP - AMENDMENT #2

Labor, Benefits, and Overhead - Technical Assistance
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Attachment I

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

RESOLUTION NO.  XX – 2021

APPROVING BUDGET AND OVERALL WORK PROGRAM
 AMENDMENT #2 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022

WHEREAS, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) is the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (MPO) for the Sacramento Metropolitan area and the Yuba City/Marysville Urbanized area, 
the Regional Transportation Planning Agency for Sacramento, Yolo, Yuba and Sutter counties, the 
Areawide Clearinghouse for the cities and counties that are signatories of the SACOG Joint Powers 
Agreement, the Airport Land Use Commission for the counties of Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo and Yuba and 
a Joint Powers Agency with the purposes and functions defined in the Joint Powers Agreement; and

WHEREAS, annually each MPO/RTPA in California is required to develop and submit for state 
and federal approval an Overall Work Program (OWP) adopted by its Governing Board; and 

WHEREAS, SACOG’s OWP describes the continuing, comprehensive, and coordinated 
metropolitan planning process for the six-county Sacramento region, including annual agency revenues 
and expenditures; and 

WHEREAS, SACOG’s OWP is used by Caltrans, federal agencies, and others to track activities of 
SACOG, Caltrans, the El Dorado County Transportation Commission (EDCTC), and the Placer County 
Transportation Planning Agency (PCTPA); and

WHEREAS, amendments to the OWP are typical throughout the year to modify or add projects 
or revenues, change project descriptions, and adjust staff and expenditures between OWP activities; 
and

WHEREAS, approval is requested for Amendment #2 to the Budget and OWP for FY2021-2022 to 
adjust current year revenues and expenditures in the amount of $525,833.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the SACOG’s Board of Directors hereby approves 
Amendment #2 to the Budget and OWP for Fiscal Year 2021-2022 including total revenues and 
expenditures of $28,487,746 and authorizes its submission to Caltrans for review and approval.

PASSED AND ADOPTED, this 21st day of October 2021, by the following vote of the Board of Directors:

AYES:

NOES:



ABSTAIN: 

ABSENT: 

_____________________________ _____________________________
James Corless Bonnie Gore
Executive Director Board Chair



Attachment J

SACRAMENTO AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

RESOLUTION NO.  XX – 2021

APPROVING THE BOARD AND ADVOCACY BUDGET
AMENDMENT #2 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022

WHEREAS, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments must adopt an operating budget 
annually; and 

WHEREAS, the Overall Work Program constitutes a large portion of that annual budget and is 
approved by separate resolution; and 

WHEREAS, there are certain other costs not related to the Overall Work Program included in a 
separate Board and Advocacy Budget; and

WHEREAS, an approval is requested for Amendment #2 to the Board and Advocacy Budget to 
adjust current revenues and expenditures in the amount of $15,569.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that SACOG’s Board of Director hereby approves the Board 
and Advocacy Budget including $965,510 in expenditures and the Executive Director is authorized to 
implement the budget and to make budget adjustments as authorized. 

PASSED AND ADOPTED, this 21st day of October 2021, by the following vote of the Board of 
Directors:

AYES:

NOES:

ABSTAIN: 

ABSENT: 

_____________________________ _____________________________
James Corless Bonnie Gore
Executive Director Board Chair
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Advocacy Update 

Information
Prepared by:  Sabrina Bradbury Approved by:  Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  Yes Referring Committee: Not Applicable

1. Issue:
An update on state and federal advocacy activities.

2. Recommendation:
None; this item is for information only.

3. Background/Analysis:
In D.C., SACOG’s federal lobbyists, Devon Barnhart, Capitol Transportation Consulting, and Jason Pavluchuk, 
Pavluchuk & Associates, continue to represent SACOG well during this busy time. As of this writing, the 
bipartisan infrastructure bill and a separate budget resolution to move the Democrats-only budget 
reconciliation bill forward both passed the Senate and are still in the House of Representatives for 
consideration. 

In Sacramento, the state legislature adjourned on September 10. Bills that passed out of the legislature are 
now with the Governor for signature; some have already been signed. 

4. Discussion/Analysis:
Federal Legislation 
Federal lobbyists, Devon Barnhart, Capitol Transportation Consulting, and Jason Pavluchuk, Pavluchuk & 
Associates, will provide an oral update at the committee meeting with the latest information on federal 
advocacy efforts. 

State Legislation 
In Sacramento, the legislature sent seven bills SACOG supported to the governor’s desk for signature, before 
adjourning on September 10. Two of those bills have already been signed by the governor: 

 AB 361 (Rivas), which allows, until January 1, 2024, local agencies to use teleconferencing without 
complying with specified Ralph. M Brown Act teleconferencing restrictions in certain state 
emergencies (as an urgency bill, it took effective immediately on September 16); and 

 SB 10 (Wiener), which provides local flexibility by allowing cities and counties a streamlined path to 
rezone infill neighborhoods for up to ten units per parcel if they choose. Attachment A contains a 
status update on all legislation on which SACOG has a position. 

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021

Agenda Item No. 6
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The governor has until October 10 to sign or veto legislation. Below is a summary of some of the budget 
actions over the past few months. 

Green Means Go & Housing 
SACOG advocacy efforts were successful in securing an additional $4 million for Green Means Go in the trailer 
bill SB 170, bringing our total to $38 million ($34 million from Regional Early Action Planning grants) for this 
year. SB 170 has not yet been signed by the governor. AB 140 (a budget trailer bill signed in July) contains a 
number of other statewide opportunities to fund infill and affordable housing projects. Programs include: 

 $250 Million to the Infill Infrastructure Grant Program ($160 million for jurisdictions over 250,000 and 
$90 million for smaller jurisdictions). 

 $2 billion in funds over the next two years for flexible aid for local governments to combat 
homelessness through the Homeless Housing, Assistance, and Prevention Program. 

 $1.75 billion to alleviate the backlog in affordable housing construction, $300 million for the 
preservation of existing affordable housing, and $130 million for farmworker housing. 

 $500 million for a Foreclosure Intervention Housing Preservation Program to preserve affordable 
housing and promote resident ownership or nonprofit organization ownership of residential property.

 $1.45 billion for Project Homekey, the program that funds conversion of hotels and motels to housing 
for those experiencing or at risk of homelessness. 

 $20 million in startup funding for an affordable housing finance authority in the bay area. 

Transportation Funding 
In a unique budget year, the legislature passed the overarching budget bills in June and July, and continued to 
work on trailer bills that were needed to fully enact the budget. Unfortunately, a trailer bill did not come 
through to secure $3.4 billion in one-time transportation funds. Those funds reverted to the general fund 
because the governor and legislature could not agree on how to spend $4.2 billion in remaining bond funds 
for the High Speed Rail project. The following budget allocations were not affected by those negotiations: 

 SB 1 Funding – The additional funding made available by SB 1 remain untouched. All “normal” 
transportation revenues will be distributed as expected

 $2 Billion for State Highway Rehabilitation, Local Roads and Bridges – Funding came from two sources: 
the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act of 2021($968 million) and 
current and expected accumulated interest from SB 1 funds (Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation 
Account and Trace Corridor Enhancement Program). 

 Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Programs – the governor’s original budget proposals for electric vehicle 
infrastructure will move forward. 

Community Economic Resilience Fund (CERF) – SB 162 (Budget) 
Building off the Regions Rise Grant Program proposed in AB 109 (Salas), SB 162 (Budget) makes refinements 
to the CERF Program. This program will administer $600 million in American Rescue Plan Act funds “to build a 
more robust, sustainable, and equitable recovery across all sectors of California’s economy.” SB 162 has been 
sent to the governor’s desk for signature. Attachment B is a summary of the program prepared by CALCOG. 

Broadband – SB 156 (Budget) 
AB 156 is a budget trailer bill that was signed in July and implements $6 billion in investments over three 
years: 
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 $3.25 billion (from federal American Rescue Plan Act funds) for construction of state-owned open 
access middle mile broadband infrastructure for projects in rural and urban areas. 

 $2 billion for the Broadband Infrastructure Grant Account program over 3 years for last mile 
expenditures. Of this amount, at least $1 billion must be used for last mile projects in rural counties, 
and $1 billion is initially allocated to urban counties. 

 $750 million for a loan-loss reserve (over three years) to assist local governments and non-profits in 
financing broadband service projects. 

 Authority to support Caltrans in the construction of middle-mile infrastructure on state rights of way, 
and for technical assistance to local governments seeking to deploy and connect local broadband 
networks.

Attachment C is a detailed summary of the budget provisions prepared by CALCOG. 

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
SACOG's advocacy activities and lobbying contracts are paid for through member dues.

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:
Goal 1 : Advance Economic Prosperity
Goal 2 : Connected Communities
Goal 3 : Vibrant Places
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Bill
SACOG 

Position

Passed First 

House Policy 

Committee(s) 
(4/30 or 5/7)

Passed 

Appropriations 

Committee     
(if required)

(5/21)

Passed 

House of 

Origin/Floor
(6/4)

Passed Second 

House Policy 

Committee(s)
(7/14)

Passed Second 

House 

Appropriations 

Committee
(if required)

(8/27)

Passed 

Second 

House 

Floor
(9/10)
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in 
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(if required)

(9/10)

Signed into 

Law
(12 days after 

passed or  10/10 

for bills in the 

Governor's 

possession after 

9/10)

AB 14 (Aguiar‐Curry): 

Broadband
Support

AB 43 (Friedman): 

Traffic safety
Support

AB 106 (Salas): 

Regions Rise Grant 

Program

Support

AB 361 (Rivas): Open 

meetings: state and 

local agencies: 

teleconferences.

Support

AB 561 (Ting): ADU 

financing
Support

AB 859 (Irwin and 

Wicks): Mobility 

device data

Oppose 

Unless 

Amended

AB 915 (Chiu and 

Holden): State 

contracts

Support

AB 917 (Bloom): 

Transit parking 

violations

Support

SB 4 (Gonzalez): 

Broadband
Support

SB 10 (Wiener): 

Residential density
Support

SB 15 (Portantino): 

Housing 

development 

incentives

Support

SB 44 (Allen): CEQA 

streamlining for 

transit

Support

SCA 2 (Allen and 

Wiener): Public 

housing projects
Does not have to follow 

standard legislative 

deadlines 

(constitutional 

amendment)

Support

Updated 9.21.21

SACOG State Legislative Tracking
Current 

Date



Attachment B
Prepared by CALCOG

SB 162 (Budget) Community Economic Resilience Fund (CERF) 
 Building off of the Regions Rise Grant Program proposed in AB 109 (Salas), the CERF 

Program will administer $600 million in ARPA funds “to build a more robust, 
sustainable, and equitable recovery across all sectors of California’s economy.”

 The Program is being administered by an “Inter-Agency Leadership Team” comprised 
of the Labor and Workforce Development Agency, the Office of Planning and Research, 
and the Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development.

 (3) The Inter-Agency Leadership Team shall develop policies for grant funds 
distributed in this chapter to fund regional programs and economic development 
strategies that directly complement state and federal infrastructure investments in 
multiple sectors, including housing, transportation, advanced energy, broadband, and 
natural resources, and connect, in each of those sectors, to any existing or emerging 
high road training partnerships. Policies and guidelines developed under this provision 
shall be made publicly available on the Labor and Workforce Development Agency’s 
internet website

 The program shall provide financial support to support “high road transition 
collaboratives” in designing region- and industry-specific economic recovery and 
transition strategies. 

 The collaboratives shall include balanced representation from labor, business, 
community, government, and other stakeholders, including, but not limited to, 
economic development, philanthropy, education, and workforce partners to be 
designated in the program guidelines.

 “High road” means a set of economic and workforce development strategies to achieve 
economic growth, economic equity, shared prosperity, and a clean environment. The 
strategies include improving job quality and job access, including for women and 
people from underserved and underrepresented populations, meeting the skill and 
profitability needs of employers, and meeting the economic, social, and environmental 
needs of the community.

 Planning grants shall be awarded on a competitive basis to establish and support at 
least one High Road Transition Collaborative per region in areas that have had 
disproportionate impacts due to COVID-19. The plans shall prioritize the creation of 
high-quality jobs and equitable access to them, and emphasize where possible the 
development of sustainable and resilient industries, such as renewable energy, energy 
efficiency, carbon removal, and zero-emission vehicles, advanced manufacturing, 
agriculture and forestry, and climate restoration and resilience.

 The majority of funds shall be used to provide, through June 30, 2024, economic 
development grants on a rolling basis, informed by the work of high road transition 
collaboratives. The grant recipients shall demonstrate a plan to fully spend or obligate 
by December 31, 2024, all funds received pursuant to this subdivision, and shall pay all 
obligations by December 31, 2026.



Attachment C

SB 156 (Budget) Broadband provisions
Middle-Mile Infrastructure. Creates a structure and framework for the construction of a 
$3.25 billion state-owned open-access middle mile broadband infrastructure through 
a third-party administrator overseen by the Department of Technology.

 Requires the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to identify priority locations that enable 
last-mile connections to residences unserved by 25 mbps downstream and 3 mbps 
upstream and are in communities where there is no known middle-mile infrastructure 
that is open access, with sufficient capacity, and at affordable rates. The locations 
prioritized by the commission may also include entities that lack sufficient high-
bandwidth connections, including, but not limited to, all of the following:

o (1) Elementary and secondary schools.
o (2) Community colleges and other institutions of higher education.
o (3) Government entities.
o (4) Healthcare institutions.
o (5) Libraries.
o (6) Public safety answering points and technologies to assist in the prevention or 

response to natural disasters, including, but not limited to, fairgrounds.
o (7) Tribal lands.

 Requires the PUC, in collaboration with relevant stakeholders, to identify state highway 
rights-of-way where installation of open-access middle-mile broadband infrastructure 
should be prioritized.

 Exempts the middle-mile and other linear broadband deployment in a state right of way 
by private or non-profit corporations from CEQA if certain conditions are met.

Last-Mile Support.  This bill also amends the existing Broadband Infrastructure Grant 
Account program to allocate $2 billion for last mile expenditures provided for in the 
2021-22 fiscal year and future budgets. Of this amount, at least $1 billion must be used for 
last mile projects in rural counties, and $1 billion is initially allocated to urban counties.

 The $1 billion, at least, for rural counties as follows:
o $5 million in base funding for last-mile broadband projects in each rural county.
o Additional funding based on each rural county’s proportionate share of the 

California households without broadband internet access service with at least 
100 megabits per second download speeds, as identified and validated by the 
commission pursuant to the most recent broadband data collection.

 The $1 billion initially for urban counties is distributed similarly, with $5 million to 
each urban county, and the rest distributed based on each county’s proportionate share 
etc.



Attachment C

 Any allocated funding not encumbered on or before June 30, 2023, shall be made 
available to the commission to allocate for the construction of last-mile broadband 
infrastructure elsewhere in the state.

Loan Loss Reserve. This bill also creates a continuously appropriated loan-loss fund to 
assist local governments and non-profits in financing broadband service projects. The 
budget includes $750 million over three years for this purpose. Specifically, this bill:

 Allows a County to acquire, construct, improve and maintain broadband infrastructure 
and operate a broadband internet access service.

 Expands the definition of local agencies subject to public broadband services 
requirements to include counties, local education agencies, tribal governments, joint 
power authorities, and electrical cooperatives.

 Allows a joint powers authority to issue revenue bonds for deployment of broadband 
by a public or nonprofit organization that are supported by the Broadband Loan Loss 
Reserve.
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Local Parking Requirements Follow Up 

Information
Prepared by:  Dov Kadin Approved by:  Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  No Referring Committee: Not Applicable

1. Issue:
How can SACOG help its member agencies to reduce or remove parking requirements at the local level?

2. Recommendation:
None; this item is for information only.

3. Background/Analysis:
There are a number of regulatory and market factors that influence the ability of the SACOG region to build 
more infill multifamily housing. Over the last year, SACOG has developed several resources exploring these 
challenges, including the Mind the Gap Housing Initiative, the Housing Policy Toolkit, the Commercial 
Corridors Policymakers Toolkit. Each of these resources explicitly cite local government parking requirements 
as a significant barrier to building more infill housing. Parking requirements, which require developers to build 
a certain number of automobile parking spaces as a part of their project, can add significant cost and make 
some housing projects infeasible. For every parking space added to a project, the average price goes up 15-30 
percent per unit in for sale projects and an $225 per month for rentals. The average parking space takes up 
300 square feet, which is not much smaller than a studio apartment unit. This reduces the number of housing 
units that can be built on a typical parcel by 15-25 percent and results in less housing where the demand is, 
pushing people further from their jobs and services. 

Parking requirements are static but parking demand varies dramatically based on the location, the proximity 
to transit, the household size, and the income and ethnicity of the people who live there. Unfortunately, many 
local governments apply a one size fits all approach to parking even though developers may be targeting 
different markets. Parking requirements assume that all people have the same travel behavior and parking 
needs. Most carless households in the SACOG region are lower income and non-white. By requiring all 
households to pay for two parking spots as a part of their housing costs, it disproportionally penalizes lower-
income non-white households. Additionally, removing parking requirements doesn’t preclude parking where 
there is demand for parking. Developers are simply allowed to tailor the amount of parking they provide to 
the actual needs of their project. For these reasons and others, SACOG has identified reducing or removing 
parking requirements as a priority local policy change.

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021

Agenda Item No. 7

https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/draft_mind_the_gap_sacog_housing_initiative_2021-2-3.pdf?1618416214
https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/housing_policy_toolkit_appendix_included_2018-12-3.pdf?1593101473
https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/commercial_corridors_toolkit.pdf?1607406478
https://www.sacog.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/commercial_corridors_toolkit.pdf?1607406478
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4. Discussion/Analysis:
At the August 2021, SACOG board meeting, the board considered taking a support position on AB 1401, which 
would have removed minimum parking requirements near high frequency transit across the state. While 
many board members expressed support for the underlying policy change, much of the conversation centered 
around a concern that the legislation preempted local control. The board elected to table the item but 
expressed interest in following up to explore the possibility of parking reform at the local level. 

Local governments have the ability to reduce or remove parking requirements at their discretion. SACOG has 
recommended reducing parking requirements since 2018 but, as of yet, few jurisdictions have pursued 
changes in their zoning codes, many of which include unnecessarily high requirements. For example, for a 
typical 2-bedroom apartment unit, the average of all SACOG parking requirements is 1.9 spaces per unit. In 
fact, 25 of the 28 SACOG jurisdictions require at least 1.5 parking spaces/unit and 17 jurisdictions require 2 or 
more parking spaces/unit. In the last three years, SACOG and the State of California have provided over $16.5 
million of non-competitive grant funding to local governments in the SACOG region specifically for housing 
elements and housing policy changes that accelerate the production of housing, for which parking reform was 
highlighted as a priority policy area. However, only six local governments included programs in their recently 
adopted housing elements to explore changes to parking requirements. Thus far, the City of Sacramento is the 
only jurisdiction that has pursued eliminating parking requirements citywide, which is currently being 
considered as part of its General Plan Update.

SACOG would like to hear from the committee how it can help its members to reduce or remove parking 
requirements at the local level.

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
This program is budgeted in SACOG's adopted Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Overall Work Plan and budget.

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:
Goal 3 : Vibrant Places

 Objective 1: Develop tools and funding to help revitalize older commercial and retail corridors 
throughout the region.

 Objective 2: Identify incentives and help remove barriers to infill and affordable housing in cities, 
suburbs, and towns throughout the region.

 Objective 3: Encourage development patterns that promote walkable neighborhoods.
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2024 Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy Update  

Information
Prepared by:  Binu Abraham Approved by:  Erik Johnson 
Attachments:  Yes Referring Committee: Not Applicable

1. Issue:
Process Summary and Sponsor Agency Engagement for the 2024 Metropolitan Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS).

2. Recommendation:
This is an informational item and intended to provide the committee members with a better understanding of 
the MTP/SCS process and how SACOG intends to engage with sponsor agencies in developing the 
transportation investment package for the plan.

3. Background/Analysis:
The land use and transportation challenges facing our region are complex and are aggravated by a global 
pandemic, record-setting drought, and a longer fire season. We continue to witness the effects of a staggering 
statewide housing crisis. Finding solutions to these challenges, at least so far as they relate to a regional 
planning effort like the MTP/SCS, requires a holistic approach that examines the relationships between land 
use decisions, transportation infrastructure and programs, market conditions, and public policy. To this end, 
the MTP/SCS is a comprehensive planning effort that aims to create an integrated, multimodal transportation 
system paired with an efficient regional land use pattern that connects housing to jobs, education, goods and 
services, and recreational opportunities, while protecting and enhancing our natural and working landscapes. 
Ultimately, the MTP/SCS will outline the transportation investment and land use strategies for the Greater 
Sacramento region. These transportation and land use strategies aim to connect communities, protect and 
preserve our natural assets and agricultural lands, improve air quality, serve an inclusive and competitive 
economy, and facilitate attainable housing that is affordable to all residents. For more about the plan, see 
Attachment A: "What is the MTP/SCS?"  
 
Last month, SACOG kicked off the 2024 update of the MTP/SCS at each board committee with an overview of 
the process. Staff committed to bringing the committees a more detailed work plan, including significant 
milestones and decision points the board will lead over the coming years. The accompanying Attachment B 
provides more detail on the overall process and work involved in updating the plan. Attachment C provides an 
overview of how SACOG will work with sponsor agencies during the development of the transportation 
investment strategy for the plan.

4. Discussion/Analysis:

Policy & Innovation Committee
Meeting Date: October 4, 2021

Agenda Item No. 8
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Updating the MTP/SCS is a multi-year process with many steps and milestones along the way. It is critical that 
this process is transparent and provides opportunities for member agencies, partners, advocates, regulatory 
agencies, and the public to give input. The SACOG board is ultimately responsible for providing direction to 
staff throughout the process and will need to adopt the regional plan, which SACOG aims to adopt by 
February 2024. Staff will provide the board with information and recommendations leading up to project 
milestones over the next two-plus years of plan development. As part of this work, the staff ensures that 
input from members, partners, and stakeholders is reflected in the information presented to committees and 
the entire board. 

Process Map for the 2024 MTP/SCS
The Process Map in Attachment B provides a month-by-month overview of the significant phases of the work 
ahead for the plan update. This process map is subject to change with board direction or as plan 
developments warrant modifications to the work program.

Working with Member and Project Sponsoring Agencies 
A vital element of the plan update is creating a transportation investment strategy designed to serve the 
growth the region expects to see over the entire plan period. Attachment C provides answers to frequently 
asked questions and describes several process improvements to develop transportation projects and 
programs that will become a vital part of the MTP/SCS. 

What's next? 
Leading up to an anticipated adoption of a Policy Framework in February of next year, to guide the policy and 
strategy development for the plan update, the board will have several essential conversations in the coming 
months.

In November, the board committees will discuss an organizational structure for the Policy Framework that the 
board and regional stakeholders can use for developing key policy areas.

In December, the entire board will participate in a workshop to discuss the future population, housing, and 
employment growth the 2024 MTP/SCS is planning for. Staff is currently working with experts from across the 
state to develop a range of forecasts that will inform the plan's land use and transportation strategies.
In January, staff will present a proposed engagement strategy for the board to consider to guide the 
stakeholder, partner, and public outreach for the plan update.

Finally, in February 2022, these components—the process map, organizational framework, growth forecast, 
and engagement strategy—will come together to form the Policy Framework for the 2024 MTP/SCS. The 
Policy Framework represents the board's statement of major policy imperatives, regional priorities, and 
questions to be addressed in the region's long-range transportation plan. As a foundational element of the 
plan update process, the Policy Framework will continue to inform the overall work plan, guide the specific 
analyses and research conducted for the plan, and provide guiding principles for addressing federal and state 
requirements.

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
Work on the MTP/SCS is included in the adopted budget and Overall Work Program. As a multi-year project,
not all future year costs have been identified, but expenditures will be included in future year budgets.
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6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Objectives:
Goal 1 : Advance Economic Prosperity
Goal 2 : Connected Communities
Goal 3 : Vibrant Places
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Booklet TitleMore Transit Service  
provides more choices for travel

More Good Bike Routes
provide more choices for travel

Less Time Driving,  
more time for other things

Less Time In Traffic 

Transit Service Hours  
per Person 

Light rail trains and bus 
service expanded

Bike Route Miles 
Provides funding to build 

many of the planned  
bike routes

Weekday Vehicle Miles  
Traveled per Person 

Better mix of land use 
equals shorter trips to 

get things done

Weekday Vehicle Miles 
Traveled on Heavily 

Congested Roadways 
Targeted improvements on 
key roadway bottlenecks

+63% +123% -8%

285+55% 18 -19%

-2-3%

1988–2012  
For every 1,000 
new residents,  
285 acres of 

farmland urbanized

2016–2040  
For every 1,000 
new residents,  

18 acres of 
farmland urbanized

Greenhouse Gases 
from Vehicle 
Emissions  

Each person ends up 
producing 19 percent 
less greenhouse gases 

from driving

360% Increase  
in Access to Jobs 
Within a 30-min. 

Transit Ride

30% Increase  
in Access to 

Jobs Within a 
30-min. Drive

Protecting Our Farmland Cleaner, Healthier AirMore Homes in Low Income 
or Other Disadvantaged 

Areas Near Major Job Centers

Increased Trips per 
Person by Biking, 

Walking, and Transit

More Ways to Get Around

WHAT DOES THE CURRENT PLAN DO?
The plan gives you more ways to get around and makes getting where you want to go easier in the future.

The Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS) is a 20-year plan that links land use, air 
quality, and transportation needs for the Sacramento Region. The current MTP/SCS was adopted late in 2019 and is required to 
be updated every four years. The next MTP/SCS will be adopted by February 2024. 

The information below describes some of the challenges and outcomes of the current MTP/SCS. As we update the plan, we’ll be 
looking for ways to continue to advance the positive outcomes of the regional plan and tackle critical other challenges such as 
addressing the disproportion share of transportation related burdens and underinvestment experienced by black, indigenous, and 
people of color. Additionally, we’ll be looking to understand how the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic may have lasting effects 
on the way people travel for work and other purposes.

What is the MTP/SCS?

Which means that, on average, a person can get 
to more jobs and needs by transit or by driving.



SACOG REGION

El Dorado 
County

Placer  
County

Yuba 
CountySutter 

County

Yolo 
County

Sacramento 
County

Our residents are diverse and so are our communities. Everything is here, from farming communities to urban cities.

WHO ARE WE?
The Sacramento Area Council of 
Governments is where local government 
leaders in the Sacramento region (El 
Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, 
Yolo, & Yuba Counties) come together 
to advance the goals of economic 
prosperity, connected communities, and 
vibrant places. SACOG works with its 
28 member cities and counties to solve 
challenges that are too big for any one 
jurisdiction to solve on its own. SACOG is 
guided by a board of elected officials from 
each city and county in the region and 
plays a central role in transportation

107,000 HOUSEHOLDS BELOW THE 
FEDERAL POVERTY LEVEL 
($16K family of two, $25K family of four) 

 

HOUSEHOLDS HEADED BY SOMEONE 65+ YRS OLD

2016

2035 

2016

2035

2016

2035

SINGLE PERSON HOUSEHOLDS 

HOUSEHOLDS WITH SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN 

65+

55,000 HOUSEHOLDS WITH NO CAR 
 

362,000 RENTER OCCUPIED

514,000 OWNER OCCUPIED210,000

226,000

247,000

356,000

328,000

300,000

OUR REGION IS BIG. 4.3 MILLION ACRES,
OR ABOUT THE SIZE OF NEW JERSEY.

WE HAVE 2.5 MILLION PEOPLE THAT LIVE HERE.
THAT EQUALS 887,000 HOUSEHOLDS

 

700 
THOUSAND 
ACRES

3.6  MILLION 
ACRES

AGRICULTURE,
FOREST, AND
OPEN SPACE 

URBAN, SUBURBAN,
AND RURAL
COMMUNITIES 

How we live our daily lives today will not 
be the same 20 years from now. Places 
will change with new buildings, houses, 
and parks. People will grow, move here, 
and move away.  

Big changes are facing our region and 
how we get around. Today most people 
get around by cars they own. In the 

600,000 more people

260,000 new homes

270,000 new jobs

$$$

Gas Taxes

Sales Taxes

Local Contributions

People Pay $0.69  
From Each Gallon of  

Gas Purchased

1/4 Cent From California Sales Tax
Sacramento County has an additional 1/2 Cent 

sales tax dedicated to transportation

Developer fees and contributions, city/
county budget, property taxes, other local 

assessments vary by city and county

$0.505 State Tax 
$0.184 Federal Tax

$3.51 Base Price

$4.20 Cost/Gallon

1¢

TRANSPORTATION 
REVENUE
The amount people pay in 
transportation/gas taxes has not 
grown with inflation over the past 
50 years. That means the costs 
for maintaining existing roads, 
streets, and bridges and building 
new ones, is going up, but the 
money residents pay is not.

$300 Million
Annual funding shortfall  
to maintain our roads,  
streets, and bridges.

Our Transportation Challenges
As the Region Grows, Transportation and Housing Have to Keep Up

Road  
Conditions

Road  
Costruction  

Costs

Gas Tax 
Revenues

Not enough funding means 
worsening road conditions, 

which become increasingly more 
expensive to repair over time. 

Over time, the cost to build new 
roads and maintain current roads 

has increased.

As vehicles become more gas 
efficient, or don’t use gas at all, 
revenues from gas decrease.

Our Region Is Growing
What to Expect in 20+ Years

How it Compares
Average Consumer Monthly Spending

Cable TV  $85

Mobile Phones  $80

Coffee   $60

Internet   $60

Gas Taxes  $30

Our Region is Diverse

infrastructure planning and funding 
assistance for cities, counties, transit 
operators, and other entities responsible 
for providing for the travel needs of the 
region’s residents.

future it will be easier for more people 
to get to and from many places without 
owning a car.  

In order to have a future where 
people can get where they need to 
go, the Sacramento Area Council of 
Governments is preparing a plan to 
spend transportation funds over 20 years.



Phase 1: Fall 2021/Winter 2022

Framing for the MTP/SCS
Based on ongoing board conversations and 
local, regional, and statewide planning efforts 
since the adoption of the 2020 MTP/SCS, SACOG 
will examine topics and priorities that should 
be explored in more detail for the 2024 update. 
Examples of the topical or priority areas the board 
may choose to focus on for the plan update 
include:

• Advancement of racial equity in land use and 
transportation planning. 

• Setting the region up for the next generation 
of public transit solutions. 

• Developing a short list of regional 
infrastructure priorities. 

• Preparing the region to be resilient in the face 
of climate change.

• Capitalizing on the region’s economic 
advantages to train, attract, and retain 
a talented workforce in an increasingly 
competitive national and international labor 
market. 

Feedback and direction received will inform the 
Policy Framework. 

Growth Forecasting
SACOG works with experts in economic 
forecasting, migration, jobs, and housing market 
forecasting to develop an outlook of the future 
growth the region needs to plan for in the coming 
decades. This effort typically builds on prior plan 
forecasts, reviews changes in global, national, 
and state economies and migration patterns, 
examines how patterns have evolved since the 
last plan update and are likely to unfold in the 
SACOG region over the next 20 to 30 years. 

Local Agency Review and Input
SACOG meets with staff, transit operators, and 
Caltrans in all jurisdictions to get updates on 
adopted planning policies, land use plans and 
desired transportation investments that may be 
occurring in the next 25 years. 

Engagement Strategy: 
Engagement with stakeholders, advocacy groups, 
and the public to have an opportunity to provide 
input on the MTP/SCS. 

Policy Framework
A statement of major policy issues, challenges, 
and statements the SACOG Board has identified 

Process Overview



as priorities to be addressed in the region’s long-
range transportation plan. The framework will act 
as an overarching guide for all the planning work 
that follows until plan adoption.

Phase 2: Spring/Summer 2022

Transportation Call for Projects and Land Use 
Assumptions Review
Cities, counties, transit operators, and Caltrans 
nominate transportation investments for 
SACOG to consider for the plan update.  Cities 
and counties also review assumptions about 
existing land use conditions, provide updates 
on local planning and building efforts, and work 
with SACOG to develop assumptions about the 
total capacity in existing plans for new jobs and 
housing. This work informs scenarios that look to 
accommodate the growth forecast developed 
during Phase 1 and test the policy objectives 
and regional priorities identified in the Policy 
Framework.

Scenario Development
SACOG analyzes multiple future community 
growth scenarios for center/corridor 
communities, established communities, 
developing communities, rural residential 
communities, pricing strategies, and 
transportation project packages with various 
emphases. This work is led by SACOG staff under 
direction of the SACOG board, guided by the 
Policy Framework, and in close coordination with 
stakeholders, member cities and counties, and 
partner agencies.

Phase 3: Summer/Fall 2022

Test Land Use and Transportation Scenarios 
Scenarios created during Phase 2 are evaluated 
using SACOG’s travel demand model, financial 
forecast, and other tools to determine how 
varying strategies and investment packages 
contribute to the region’s ability to meet state 
and federal requirements (such as achieving our 
greenhouse gas reduction target), as well as how 
they advance other regional goals and objectives.

Public Workshops and Feedback
Eight public workshops will be held across 

Final Analysis, Plan and Draft EIR Writing
Once assumptions are finalized, SACOG staff 
begins writing the Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR), plan document, and technical appendices. 
During this phase, SACOG also refines the 
policies described in Policy Framework adopted 
at the end of Phase 1, develops other supportive 
strategies and actions, and identifies roles and 
responsibilities for plan implementation. This work 
also includes gathering documentation needed 
to submit the final plan to federal and state 
agencies for approval. Both the plan and EIR are 
structured in a way to provide multiple benefits 
for transportation and land use projects that are 
consistent with the plan’s policies and investment 
strategies.

One key example of this are the pathways to 
CEQA streamlining made possible by Senate Bill 
375. These include:

• Streamlined review and analysis of residential 
or mixed-use projects consistent with the 
SCS;

• Modified review and analysis, through 
an expedited Sustainable Communities 
Environmental Assessment (SCEA), for Transit 
Priority Projects (TPPs) that are consistent 
with the SCS; and, 

• A complete CEQA exemption for TPPs that 
are consistent with the SCS and meet a 
specific list of other requirements. In each of 
these cases, this MTP/SCS EIR will serve as 
a first-tier environmental document under 
CEQA.

Phase 6: Fall 2023/Winter 2024

Release Plan and EIR for Public Comments
The SACOG board will release the plan for a 60-
day review period in which the draft plan and EIR 
are open for public comment. 

Response to Comments and Final EIR
SACOG addresses comments on the plan and 
EIR as best as possible in advance of adoption. 
This may include making clarifications, edits, and 
additions to the plan narrative, policies, strategies, 
or other elements in preparation for vinal adoption 
and certification by the SACOG board.

Phase 7: Winter/Spring 2024

Plan Adoption
Board adopts the final plan and certifies the 
EIR. SACOG submits technical documentation 
to the Federal Highway Administration, Federal 
Transit Authority, and greenhouse gas (GHG) 
reduction documentation to the California 
Air Resources Board for review. SACOG also 
submits the plan to Caltrans and the California 
Transportation Commission along with a checklist 
documenting that the plan meets all federal and 
state requirements. SACOG works with each of 
these agencies to provide additional supporting 
or technical documentation before receiving final 
approval of the plan. 

Plan Approval
Federal and state agencies make a determination 
about whether the MTP and SCS satisfy 
requirements, including conforming with the 
federal Clean Air Act and the state assigned GHG 
reduction target.

This document is subject to change. Check SACOG’s 
website or sign up for updates to see the most current 
version. Created September 2021

the region. Following state guidelines, one 
workshop will be held in each county and three 
in Sacramento County to provide the public 
with information and tools to understand issues 
and policy choices. In the past SACOG has 
provided robust public comment opportunities, 
the workshops are a requirement in SB 375. 
SACOG staff will also pursue online feedback and 
education opportunities such as virtual workshops 
and online surveys. Throughout the development 
of the MTP/SCS, SACOG will provide regular 
updates via email, public meetings, and is 
available to provide presentations to public 
agencies and advocacy or community-based 
organizations interested in learning more or 
providing input on the plan update process.

Phase 4: Winter 2022/2023

Adopt Preferred Scenario Framework
The SACOG board will adopt a Framework based 
on the scenario testing, input from member 
agencies, advisory groups, and public workshops, 
and policy discussions of the preceding year. 
This framework will describe the priorities and 
strategies for the final MTP/SCS. SACOG staff 
use this to finalize the land use forecast and 
transportation investments if the final plan. 

Phase 5: Spring/Summer 2023 

Create and Vet Preferred Scenario
SACOG staff creates the final land use forecast, 
revenue assumptions, and transportation 
investment list based on the priorities and 
direction outlined in the Preferred Scenario 
Framework. Local agencies and board members 
review and edit before assumptions are finalized.. 

Elected Official Info Sessions
Pursuant to state guidelines, informational 
sessions are held with elected officials in each 
county (one per county). These sessions are 
intended to be an opportunity for elected officials 
to provide to learn about and provide feedback 
on the draft MTP/SCS.

Adopt Preferred Scenario
Board approves the final assumptions for the plan.

21



20222021 2023

FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER
PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 4PHASE 3

Framing for the MTP/SCS

Policy Framework

Local Agency Review and Input

Growth Forecasting

Engagement Strategy

Transportation Call for Projects 
& 

Land Use Assumptions Review

Scenario Development 

Test Land Use and
Transportation Scenarios 

Public Workshops and Feedback

KEY:    Board Action Major Sta� Work Informing Process   Major Public and Stakeholder Informing Process

Adopt 
Preferred Scenario 

Framework
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2024

SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER
PHASE 6PHASE 5 PHASE 7

Create and Vet Preferred Scenario
Release Plan and 

Draft EIR for 
Public Comment

Response to Comments 
and Final EIR

Plan Approval

Plan Adoption

Elected O�cial Info Sessions

Adopt Preferred Scenario

Final Analysis, Plan and Draft EIR Writing

KEY:    Board Action Major Sta� Work Informing Process   Major Public and Stakeholder Informing Process
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2024 MTP/SCS Project Sponsor 
Engagement 
Frequently Asked Questions and Process 
Improvements 

One of the many final products of a Regional 
Transportation Plan (RTP) is a list of transportation 
infrastructure and program investments. . To view 
the last completed Transportation Project List, 
please visit the following SACOG website. 

https://www.sacog.org/post/adopted-
2020-mtpscs  

Appendix A – Transportation Project List 
(Last Updated November 2019) 

To begin building a transportation investment 
strategy for the Metropolitan Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS), 
SACOG needs to have updated and accurate 
information from project sponsors on their 
proposed projects' status, scope, and cost. Typically, 
this involves staff meeting project sponsors, 
reviewing lists of detailed project data, and 
collecting planning documentation and engineering 
diagrams. This handout addresses frequently asked 
questions from past cycles and describes key 
changes from the last MTP/SCS update cycle that 
are intended to improve communications for the 
2024 plan update. 

General Questions about the 
Regional Transportation Project List 
Why does SACOG need to make a regional 
transportation project list?  
While the transportation list reflects the vision, 
goals, and unique regional needs described in the 
MTP/SCS, the transportation list is also required by 
many federal and state laws to help address public 
issues such as mobility, air quality, greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions, and social equity.  

For more information about SACOG’s many federal, 
state, and regional responsibilities related to long-
range transportation planning and the development 
of a transportation project list, the 2017 Regional 
Transportation Planning Guidelines, created by the 
California Transportation Commission, summarizes 
those requirements in its first few chapters. 

What kinds of projects should be listed and 
why? 
Regardless of funding source, all capacity increasing 
projects anticipated to be completed within the 
planning horizon of the MTP/SCS must be listed in 
the plan with a specific open-to-traffic year, which 
shows that those projects were modeled for their 
regional air quality impacts.  

Additionally, any project anticipated to receive 
federal or state funding will need to be listed, either 
individually or as part of a lump sum categorical 
listing (e.g., pavement maintenance needs). Projects 
seeking federal environmental clearance are also 
required to be listed. Many programs and statewide 
policies include a requirement for consistency with 
an adopted regional transportation plan like the 
MTP/SCS in their grant program guidelines. 

Inclusion in the MTP/SCS is not a requirement for 
projects that are fully locally funded and will not 
add additional capacity to the transportation 
system. These might include pavement 
maintenance projects, small bicycle or pedestrian 
projects, or operational improvements. While these 
projects may proceed without specific listings in the 
regional plan, having a full understanding of what 
transportation spending is happening at the local 
level can be very beneficial as the region competes 
or advocates for increased state or federal funding. 
Because of this, SACOG asks that project sponsors 
provide as complete a picture of future 
transportation projects as possible for consideration 
during the plan update process. Inclusion in the 
MTP/SCS also opens grant and other funding 
opportunities to these projects, so even if a sponsor 
is unsure whether future funding support will be 

https://www.sacog.org/post/adopted-2020-mtpscs
https://www.sacog.org/post/adopted-2020-mtpscs
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/regional-planning/federal-state-planning-program
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/regional-planning/federal-state-planning-program
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needed, inclusion in the regional plan may still be 
desirable to keep funding options open.  

Don’t we already have a process for 
selecting projects for funding? Why do we 
need to make a separate list for the 
MTP/SCS? 
MTP/SCS guides policy commitments and priorities 
that shape future Board actions on SACOG funding 
rounds and SACOG priorities. The Project Evaluation 
Process (PEP) and subsequent prioritization are new 
to this MTP/SCS cycle and intended to help the 
board identify transportation investment priorities 
that the region may want to focus on in our state 
and federal advocacy and grant seeking efforts. 
Sponsor engagement on project descriptions and 
local priorities will be critical for accurate evaluation 
and discussion at the SACOG board. 

Questions related to sponsor 
engagement 
I have a new project idea or changes to old 
project ideas. What do I do first? 
First, SACOG checks the current project list with 
project sponsors, asking for changes and new 
proposals. Then, SACOG uses these project 
nominations to create plan scenarios. If your project 
idea does not yet have a project sponsor, SACOG is 
working on a method to understand local public 
engagement processes and referrals. 

I’m not sure my idea is a project. What 
about vehicle purchases or money to fund 
staff operations? 
The planning process is more than merely a listing 
of multimodal capital investments. It requires 
developing strategies for operating, managing, 
maintaining, funding, and financing the area’s 
transportation system in such a way as to advance 
the area’s long-term goals. 

SACOG maintains several project categories to list 
projects and programs without clear geographies, 

such as transit operations and vehicle purchases, 
intelligent transportation systems, and travel 
demand management programs. 

What about the Metropolitan 
Transportation Improvement Program 
(MTIP)? I’ve always been told I need to have 
my projects listed in the MTIP. Is one better 
than the other? Do I need to be listed in 
both? 
In general, if a sponsor plans to fund any phase or 
complete a project in the next 2-4 years (by 2026 
for this update), the sponsor should request an 
MTIP listing. If the sponsor plans to develop the 
project and open it to traffic before the plan 
horizon year (previously 2040), but does not yet 
have immediate funding in the short term, then the 
sponsor should at least nominate the project for 
inclusion in the MTP/SCS. Projects programmed in 
the MTIP are part of the MTP/SCS. 

Projects in the MTIP have different requirements 
than those to be listed in the MTP/SCS, such as 
committed funding and detailed project 
descriptions. SACOG will help sponsors navigate 
changes to both lists to help sponsors not only 
avoid project delivery issues but also create 
effective strategies for project listings that satisfy 
requirements of both documents. 

Doesn’t SACOG have to include my agency’s 
priority projects? What if my agency already 
has a plan to pay for them? 
Not necessarily. Unlike many local planning 
documents, including general, specific, and corridor 
plans, the MTP/SCS has additional requirements 
that create constraints around what projects 
ultimately get listed in the final project list. These 
constraints may be related to funding availability, 
forecast housing and jobs growth, and federal, 
state, or regional performance targets or goals. For 
example, for the 2020 MTP/SCS SACOG received 
requests for capacity expanding projects in excess 
of $12 billion more than the region can reasonably 

https://sacog.primegov.com/meeting/attachment/2923.pdf?name=Attachment%20B-PEP%20Primer
https://sacog.primegov.com/meeting/attachment/2923.pdf?name=Attachment%20B-PEP%20Primer
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expect to pay for over the next two decades. 
Additionally, local plans across the six-county region 
contained nearly double the capacity for new 
housing and more than three times the capacity for 
new jobs that was forecast to occur by the plan’s 
2040 horizon year. Much of this capacity for growth 
is tied to fee programs or developer agreements 
that only generate revenues as those projects begin 
to build. Because the growth in the MTP/SCS is 
constrained by a regional forecast, not all 
transportation projects tied to specific 
developments are affordable within the planning 
horizon of the MTP/SCS. 

As a result of the constraint and performance 
requirements on the MTP/SCS, not all local priority 
projects can be listed in the final plan. Much of the 
scenario development and testing process that is a 
critical step in the plan update is designed to help 
the SACOG board and staff identify a package of 
regional investments that meets the policy 
objectives of the plan, balances local priorities, and 
satisfies financial and growth constraints.  

SACOG has rejected my projects from being 
listed in the plan before. I’m worried it will 
happen again. What can I do differently this 
time? 
SACOG staff are leading sponsor engagement 
efforts this fall with introductory meetings for both 
land use and transportation projects. Sponsors are 
encouraged to note past issues with MTP/SCS 
project development and feedback opportunities. 
SACOG is committed to creating as much 
transparency in the MTP/SCS development process 
as possible. While SACOG can't guarantee that all 

requested projects will ultimately be included in the 
plan, we are committed to ensuring that decisions 
about which projects make it into the plan are well 
understood and that no surprises occur as the 
project list is developed. An open channel of 
communication throughout the update process will 
be imperative to ensure SACOG and project 
sponsors have a common understanding of the 
priorities for the MTP/SCS transportation 
investment strategy.  

Can I just add funding for an early phase of a 
project to the MTIP to ensure that it has a 
spot in the MTP/SCS project list? 
Any project with high unfunded needs and open-to-
traffic years beyond those of the MTIP (i.e., 2026) 
will be subject to SACOG review and adjustment 
through the MTP/SCS update process, even if they 
have secured PE funds or cleared right-of-way. 
These adjustments could require amendments to 
currently programmed projects to clarify scope, 
funding needs and open-to-traffic years. 

As of September 2021, there are currently 56 
projects with funding for early development phases 
in the 2021 MTIP. Of those projects, they have a 
total unfunded need of over $4 billion and have 
open-to-traffic years spanning 2025-2030. Of those 
56 projects, the top 10 most expensive projects 
have $3 billion in unfunded need. SACOG staff will 
work closely with sponsors to ensure their project 
listings not only address their project delivery needs 
but also remain consistent with the MTP/SCS. 
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Key Changes in Sponsor Engagement 
My staff have limited time and would rather avoid spending hours reviewing spreadsheets of SACOG’s compiled project data. How 
can SACOG staff streamline this process and help reduce the burden on planners and engineers? 
SACOG has historically requested a similar level of project description, accuracy, and precision normally expected of near-term programmed projects for 
all listed projects. This time, information collection will be matched to the level of analysis needed by SACOG based on where projects are in the 
planning and development process, performance assessment needs, and goal achievement. Staff will release more details on sponsor engagement steps, 
such as interactive mapping tools, after the SACOG Board adopts an MTP/SCS Policy Framework, expected in February 2022. 

General Approach for Regionally Significant projects 
 

 

2021-2026 
Programmed projects 

in 2021 MTIP and 2023 
MTIP years 

2027-2034 
10-year 

implementation 
priorities 

2035-horizon year of 
plan 

Long-term project 
concepts and 

strategies 

Amendment Priorities 
Priorities for 

unanticipated 
revenues 

(previously “Project 
Development Only”) 

Beyond Horizon Year 
of Plan 

Underutilized or 
Inconsistent Concepts. 

Consider for future 
updates. 

Project Readiness 
both status and 
funding strategy 

• Preliminary 
Engineering or later 
phase most likely to 
be funded in the 
near-term or already 
funded. 

• Committed funding 
by 2024 or 
“reasonably 
expected” funding 
by 2026. 

• Project concept part 
of a study, plan, or 
agreement.  

• Preliminary 
Engineering funding 
secured or 
anticipated in next 
2-4 years. 

• Mostly concepts, PE 
funding not yet 
secured.  

• Funding strategy 
linked to growth or 
SACOG goal 
achievement. 

• High return projects 
without either a 
funding strategy or 
sponsors.  

• If amended later, 
could be complete 
by the plan horizon 
year. 

• Previously listed 
Project 
Development Only 
projects not 
considered 
amendment 
priorities or projects 
likely to be complete 
after the plan 
horizon year. 
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Engagement Focus 
between SACOG and 
Sponsor 

• Review projects in 
both MTIP and MTP 
listed to be 
complete by 2026. 

 
• Draft MTIP listings 

for any projects that 
are known to be 
complete by 2026. 

 

• Discuss funding 
strategies, 
estimated need for 
regional funding and 
land use 
connections 

• Discuss existing 
performance issues 
the project is 
intended to address 
in the area 

• Mostly land use 
connections and 
travel demand 

• Far less precision 
needed for open to 
traffic years. 

• SACOG evaluation of 
project alignment 
with regional 
MTP/SCS policy 
objectives, PEP 
measured benefits, 
and financial 
constraints. 

• Work with sponsors 
to understand 
conditions when 
plan inclusion makes 
the most sense. 

Sponsor project 
development reasons 
for MTP/SCS listings 
 

• Any capacity 
increasing project 
with roadway 
segments included 
in SACOG’s model 
network, regardless 
of funding source. 

• Required before 
opening a project to 
traffic. 
 

• Projects that are 
likely to compete 
well for Federal or 
State funding in the 
near-term. 

• Listing required by 
many grant 
programs. 

• Priorities that need 
NEPA clearance. 

• Possible to award PE 
funds and complete 
NEPA. But, would 
require an MTIP 
formal amendment 
to facilitate 
advancement for 
construction phases. 

• Can qualify a project 
for development 
study investment, 
but cannot be used 
for NEPA clearance. 

• List for future 
update discussions 
only. 

• Does not qualify a 
project for PE-Only 
listings and cannot 
be used for NEPA 
clearance. 

Example Projects • Roadway projects 
funded with 
development impact 
fees to be complete 
by 2026. 

• Pavement 
rehabilitation 
projects awarded 
during prior SACOG 
Regional Funding 
Programs. 

• Shorter-term critical 
projects and services 
that help the region 
achieve its goals, 
such as reducing 
VMT to meet our 
19% GHG reduction 
target by 2035. 

• Roadway projects 
funded with 
anticipated 
developer fees from 
growth included in 
the 2020 MTP/SCS 
or anticipated to be 
discussed in this 
plan update. 

• New technology 
applications (e.g., 
Intelligent 
transportation 
systems, 
autonomous 
vehicles, automated 
safety enforcement, 
etc.) 

• Roadway projects 
funded with 
anticipated 
developer fees from 
growth NOT 
included in growth 
projections. 
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How do you collect and evaluate the 
potential for VMT reduction for a bike 
lane project or transit service pilot?  
These projects are so small when compared to 
the $35 billion in transportation investments 
included in the most recently adopted 
MTP/SCS. But, their collective impact when 
strategically delivered within a community is 
something that is easier to measure and model. 

The MTP/SCS is one of a few places where 
multi-modal investments are evaluated 
together. New funding programs and study 
initiatives attempt to do this as well, such as 
Caltrans’ Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor 
Plans (CMCPs) used for SB1 Solutions for 
Congested Corridor Program (SCCP) funding. 
The Placer-Sacramento Gateway Plan is a great 
example of how multi-modal investments along 
I-80 were planned together and successfully 
secured $67m of $142m in total costs for their 
top eight priorities. 

The Project Evaluation Process (PEP) will be 
evaluating large stand-alone projects but also 
bundles of projects. The PEP will need to draw 
on the project list to identify Low VMT 
strategies, be they submitted as a sponsor-
proposed strategy (e.g., corridor plans) or 
pieced together by SACOG staff afterwards 
(e.g., bike/ped projects, transit projects and ITS 
projects all with different sponsors but that 
share geography and delivery timelines). SACOG 
staff will release more information about how 
to best submit information on project bundles 
in the Spring of 2022 when we release the call 
for transportation projects. 

In addition to many local transportation 
planning efforts, several SACOG initiatives that 
can lead to project concepts being submitted at 
this scale include but are not limited to: 

• Green Means Go and Green Zones, 
• Next Generation Transit Strategy, 

• Sacramento Regional Parks Trails 
Strategic Development Plan, and 

• Smart Region Sacramento Intelligent 
Transportation System (ITS) Master 
Plans and Local Technology 
Implementation Plans. 

Can SACOG understand if communities 
have been engaged in the development 
of individual transportation projects? 
The MTP/SCS itself, as a policy and planning 
document, will have its own public engagement 
process that will engage disadvantaged 
communities with discussions about regional 
issues. But, what about individual projects 
proposed to be listed in the project list?  

In this next plan update, SACOG is seeking to 
understand which communities have been 
robustly engaged in transportation planning. 
SACOG staff will be developing a way to 
understand the effectiveness of public 
engagement processes to engage 
disadvantaged communities for significant 
projects requested to be open to traffic within 
the first 10 years of the plan (by 2034). The 
focus of this effort will not be documenting 
legally required CEQA/NEPA public outreach or 
collecting Title VI documentation. This effort 
will be about understanding how communities 
have been involved in planning transformative 
projects in their communities. 

For example, the City of Sacramento recently 
completed a robust public engagement process 
for improvements on Stockton Blvd. This effort 
is the culmination of two years of planning 
work, including public engagement during the 
beginning of the pandemic, working closely with 
Community Based Organizations.  

http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Public-Works/Transportation/Planning-Projects/Stockton-Blvd-Corridor-Study
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